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So, here we are at ADEM number ten. It feels like we should be having a party! This ADEM is a significant publication. For many years at many conferences.

there has been much discussion about the use of indigenous contexts and materials in drama classrooms. When Drama Australia (then NADIE) asked Wesley
Enoch and Sue Davis to develop an Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Policy in relation to the use of materials, indigenous members of the community
and issues in the drama classroom ii v1as the first time, that we. as drama educators had guidelines for creating work in our classrooms with our students.

W

hat has been missing is a bridge between the guidelines and practice. ADEM 2005 Drama and Indigenous
Perspectives seeks to cover that gap. At this juncture it is appropriate to publish a collection of resources that span
both primary and secondary classrooms and support and extend the policy into practical applications.

I am very pleased to welcome Dr Maryrose Casey, our framing article writer, to the stable of drama educators. Maryrose is
well-known with Australasian Drama Studies and the academic field associated with dialogue about indigenous performance
practice. Maryrose's framing article Indigenous Orama in the Classroom begins by asking four questions that are pertinent not
only to indigenous drama but indeed to all drama work done in our classrooms, on school stages or in professional theatre
venues; Who speaks? For whom ? About what? And to whom ? Maryrose's succinct reading of the historical development of
indigenous drama in Australia is highly readable. and could be provided to senior secondary students as background material
within an Australian drama unit. We are indeed lucky to have such a wonderful beginning to the ADEM.
It may seem all a bit parochial that all the contributions come from Queensland academics and practitioners. This was not for
the want of trying to obtain units from drama practitioners in other states and territories. Perhaps units of work using indigenous
materials and engaging indigenous context are thin on the ground.
I sincerely thank all the contributors to ADEM 2005. Brave souls they be. I hope this ADEM provides you with some portals
to assist you in engaging your students within indigenous perspectives. I have certainly gained much from each of the
submissions.

Sandra Gattenhof
Editor

ADEM 2005
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Framing Article

Indigenous Drama In The Classroom

Dr Maryrose Casey

C

entral to the production of work by Indigenous artists and
its reception by audiences have been the questions: Who

speaks? For whom? About what? And to whom? This article

is an exploration of these questions and some of the ways in which
they can operate in the context of teaching Indigenous drama texts.

My research area is Indigenous performance particularly contemporary

Indigenous drama texts. Based on this research I have taught

Indigenous drama at a number of Australian universities and each

time I have found it both challenging and rewarding.

by Indigenous Australians were recognised. Like Oodgeroo, Gilbert's

work was focused on 'shattering the wall of misunderstanding'

(Gilbert 1992).

In the early 1970s other theatre artists such as Jack Charles

and Bob Maza in Melbourne and Zac Martin, Bindi Williams and Gary
Foley in Sydney, Jack Davis in Perth and Oodgeroo in Brisbane were

working to set up theatre companies as a base for Indigenous artists
and to produce their work. These companies included Nindethana

and the National Black Theatre. The first shows from these groups to

Indigenous Australians and their writings have a complex

achieve public profile were sketch based shows such as Jack Charles

identity. This complexity means that teaching contemporary Indigenous

shows pre-existing representations of Indigenous Australians were

their own cultural background or experience. At the same time these

Indigenous and Euro-Australians were satirised through the use of

place within Australian drama and literature and within Australian
writings presents a range of challenges to any teacher regardless of

texts offer an extraordinary opportunity to engage actively with teaching
and learning as we negotiate different social, cultural and historical

experiences.

Since the late 1960s there have been hundreds of

productions of plays and performance texts created by Indigenous

Australian artists. Many of these shows have toured nationally and

is Up and Fighting ( 1972) and Basically Black ( 1972). From these first

countered and contested. In these shows accepted images of both

comedy as a strategy for questioning the cultural underpinnings of racist

narratives. In a show like Basically Black, the 'gaze' as an expression
of racial objectification was returned, the 'white' person was under the

gaze and satirised in public.

Following this work, in the 1970s writers such as Robert

Merritt, Gerry Bostock and Jack Davis individually and collectively

internationally. The processes and results of these productions have

altered the range of representations of Indigenous Australians

included the publication of dozens of plays; the establishment of

within Australian theatres and writing. Their work engaged with

cities in Australia; and the establishment of more than fifteen cross

so they increased awareness of issues affecting Indigenous people

culturally specific performing arts schools and courses in most capital

cultural or exclusively Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander theatre
companies of varying longevity and purposes (see Casey 2004).

The Cherry Pickers ( 1968), by Kevin Gilbert, is often framed

as a transformative moment, the first time an Aboriginal artist created

a play. He was billed, at the time of the first production of The Cherry

Pickers in 1971, as the 'first Aboriginal playwright to have his work

performed' (Frizell 1971). Gilbert's plays certainly appear to be the
first theatre texts by an Indigenous Australian to be performed within

the Euro-Australian theatrical context. However, his work was not as

isolated an incident as it is often presented. In the 1960s, a number

Indigenous lives in a range of rural and urban contexts. In doing

and related those issues to Indigenous people as human beings. In

the process translating perceptions of homogenous problems into

images of the daily reality of human beings negotiating racist and
economic challenges. These writers introduced to Australian stages
and audiences a range of voices that implicitly and explicitly contested

the fixed and collectivised representations of Indigenous Australians

for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities. These changes

went beyond the transition from Indigenous Australians as object to

subject; Indigenous Australians were now also recognised as audience.

The stories were being told from a different perspective with a

of Indigenous Australian artists were writing and submitting plays to

different purpose.

Zac Martin, as well as writers who had established their names in

and internationally as a leading Australian playwright. By the late 1980s

various companies These artists included theatre workers, such as

Throughout the 1980s, Davis established himself nationally

other literary forms, such as Oodgeroo of the Noonuccal. Their work

the doors were open for other Indigenous playwrights. The first plays

not until Kevin Gilbert achieved publicity for his work that drama texts

Indigenous Australians. After this groundwork was laid, new writers

was not produced or acknowledged for a variety of reasons. It was
6
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could engage with Indigenous lives in more specific ways. Eva Johnson
brought an Indigenous woman's perspective to bear on the abuses of

Indigenous girls and families. Richard Walley explored the experience

of the non-Indigenous audiences, the first time they see a performance

of an Indigenous text is the first time they have seenAboriginal people
on stage as ordinary people, rather than as examples of archaic forms

of indigeneity from the perspective of young man. This work was built

and traditional dances.

Harding. From a different approach, Jimmi Chi and his band Kuckles

intersubjectivity.. that is remade over and over again in a process of

on and extended further by playwrights such as Ray Kelly and John

As Marcia Langton has argued 'Aboriginality... is a field of

developed the highly successful musical Bran Nue Dae (1990).

dialogue, of imagination, of representation and interpretation' (Langton

activity both artistically and politically for IndigenousAustralians After

who is Aboriginal and what they are like as people. There are also

theatre work by Indigenous artists had claimed a definite role within

the work is written for and why. Teaching Indigenous drama texts in

The 1980s and 1990s were a time of intense and high profile

the success of work by Davis and the tours of Chi's Bran Nue Dae,

Australian theatre. New writers established themselves on regional,

national and international stages, exploring new forms and continuing

to push the boundaries of imposed representations. In the mid and
late 1990s with shows such as Box the Pony (1997) and 7 Stages of

Grieving (1996) young Indigenous women remade the monodrama

form into a vehicle to examine and share Indigenous biographies and

1993). This process results in a myriad of fixed conceptions about
fixed conceptions about the writings such as assumptions about who

an Australian classroom engages directly with both the processes of
representation and preconceptions of Aboriginality.

Assumptions about Aboriginality
Narrative theatre is story telling and respect for individual

stories depends to a large degree on the respect accorded to the

experiences. The number of works by Indigenous artists that were

storyteller. The basis or foundation of that respect effects how the

to increase significantly, as more and more new artists negotiate for

constructions of Aboriginality that are accepted at any point in time.

of perspectives both positive and negative.

often been a major factor in rationalising and justifying the violence

produced and toured nationally and internationally have continued
space in a political climate that focuses on indigeneity from a range

Why Speak
The right to speak for yourself, to tell your own story is

stories are heard. Indigenous artists have always been framed by the

These constructions rather than being a foundation for respect have

of colonialism. Indigenous Australian cultures, or the perceived lack

of their culture and cultural viability, have been used as a platform for
racially based policies and practices including the transitions through

important for everyone regardless of their cultural background or

the 'protection', 'assimilation', ·self management' and ·self determination'

speak as in the case of IndigenousAustralians the stories are heard

of the outcomes of these include early policies of splitting families and

socio-political context.When there is a history of denial of that right to
and read on multiple levels. Each level counters different aspects of

past practices.

On one level the texts contribute to filling the silences of the past. W
E H Stanner in 1968 coined the phrase 'Great Australian Silence'

programs under Australian State and Federal governments. Examples

communities and relocating and restricting Indigenous Australians to
reserves as well as ongoing policies of removing children from their
families.

Most non-Indigenous Australians have not had social

to describe the practice of writing Aboriginal people out of Australian

contact with IndigenousAustralians. Necessarily therefore they rely on

exclusion of Indigenous people from Australian histories, rather than

the foundation for their images and representations. The problems with

history in the twentieth century (Stanner 1969). He argued that the
'inattention' on a grand scale, was an active frame,
a structural matter, a view from a window which has been carefully
placed to exclude a whole quadrant of the landscape. What may well
have begun as a simple forgetting of other possible views turned under
habit and over time into something like a cult of forgetfulness practised
on a national scale.
The recent history wars and the level of emotional response to

the claims and counter claims emphasizes the continuing negotiations
between inclusion and exclusion of Indigenous Australians within the

sultural and social memory.

It is not just the corporeal presence ofAboriginal people in history that
plays by IndigenousAustralians address. On another level the stories

act to counter pre-existing narratives about Indigenous Australians.

Images of Indigenous people sitting around a kitchen table, such as

in Jack Davis' The Dreamers (1983), powerfully present the message

ihat lridigenousAustralians are alive and part of the present. For many

mediated images from the television, newspapers and books to provide

these images and representations have been discussed in a variety
of forums. As Ernie Dingo argues:

Racism stems from v1hat you see on TV Not seeing an Aboriginal
family in these productions is part of that. It's all right to have a black
American family in there, that's fine, but not a black Australian. But you
can't paint a black picture if you only use white paint. (Dingo, 1994)
Dingo's remarks are representative of the opinions of many Indigenous

Australians. Inquiries such as the National Inquiry into Racist Violence

in 1990 found that Aboriginal people (and other minority groups) saw
television and newspapers as a major influence in the maintenance of

racism and misrepresentation of their cultures and lives. Their concerns
are based on the ways that issues and events involving Indigenous
people are predominantly shown in a negative light. Aboriginal people

are either portrayed as a threat to society, or as helpless victims.

This type of misrepresentation supports and perpetuates the cycle of

misunderstanding and racism. The Royal Commission into Aboriginal
ABEM 2005
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Deaths in Custody confirmed these problems with media portrayals of
Indigenous people and issues when it recommended that journalists
be trained in cross-cultural awareness (www.dreamtime 2005).

a diverse range of individuals with as diverse a range of political and
artistic positions and styles. Not the least of which is the fact that there
are two distinct groups of Indigenous Australians, those collectively

T hese images in the media have in turn been influenced
by and resulted from government policies and approaches. Within

known as Aboriginal and those known as Torres Strait Islanders. As

Australian government legislation there have been approximately
70 different definitions of Aboriginality (McCorquodale 1986). The
cumulative result of these definitions and representations, as a study
of community attitudes revealed, is that in general non-Indigenous
Australians believe that
rear Indigenous people are always somewhere else. The white
Australian seeks a sanitised and homogenised version of the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander person. T he nomadic desert hunter, tracker,
perhaps stockman, is the desirable imager;. The more visible urban
dweller is often dismissed as whiter than me· ... Labels such as 'half
caste' and '1164th black' are all too easily used and suggest widespread
ignorance of Aboriginal people's sense of who they are. . . .. Vague
references are made to Aboriginal people's spirituality affinity with the
land, the 'Dreamtime' legends and so on but these are clouded by an
otherness' which they cannot relate to the visible, local Indigenous
population (Unfinished Business 1996).

Who Speaks
One of the results of the favoured representation of
Indigenous people as stone age nomad hunters has been that in
many works by non-Indigenous writers, the Aboriginal represents 'the
tragic inevitability of encountering violence, unfairness and poverty,
the squashing of aspirations, denial of beauty, ridicule and lack of
freedom to determine one's own fate' (Mudrooroo 1990). Reinforcing
these symbolic aspects of the representation is the fact that Aboriginal
characters in a range of Euro-Australian works have consistently
been silent victims. The cultural representations are usually divided
between the noble savage as the romanticised authentic and the lost
and detribalised. Rarely are either of these representations given voice,
rather they are objects without agency. Indigenous writers, presenting
as Indigenous artists and writing about Indigenous issues, challenge
these types of representations and preconceptions in fundamental
ways. First and foremost because the voices are Indigenous and in
the material itself in the representation of a broad range of Indigenous
Australians of varying economic and social backgrounds.
Another result of this locked image is the denial of the
Aboriginality of people of mixed cultural heritage. The current definition
of who is or can identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander is
primarily social. An Indigenous Australian is defined as a person who
is a descendent of an indigenous inhabitant of Australia, identifies as
an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander, and is recognised as Indigenous
by members of an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander community. This
definition resulted from a High Court decision and is accepted by the
Australian Commonwealth Government and its authorities. It is also

Langton points out, though sharing commonalities within the different
groupings in terms of cultural heritages, each artist is an individual in
their own right with their own life trajectory and cultural reading of history
and the present (Langton 2001 ). Beyond individual differences, the
people commonly referred to as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Australians are made up of a wide range of different communities and
cultural variations.
This diversity confronts the dominant imagery of the nomad
in the desert with the spear and red lap lap. Imagery that demands
Indigenous people look a particular way, in terms of skin colour
and facial features. This imagery also demands that all Indigenous
Australians have a particular life experience and that they can act as
native informants about all other Indigenous Australians particularly
in terms of traditional Law, beliefs and practices. T he confrontation
between this representation and the majority of Indigenous Australians
is often painful, not only for the Indigenous people.
A number of texts by Indigenous artists in recent years such
as Black Chicks Talking (2002) by Leah Purcell and Scott Rankin
and True (2004) by Odette Best have focused on the ways in which
indigeneity is recognised in terms of cultural and community connection
and self identification rather than appearance or physical markers of
racial identity Some of my students who went to True were left very
angry and frustrated because their expectations and assumptions of
both Indigenous people and their drama texts had not been met. In the
production the darkest skin person had the least claim to indigeneity
because he had been removed from his family and had no connection
to Indigenous communities. Whereas the lighter skinned characters
were accepted in context without question. The text also explored
prejudice within and between Indigenous communities. One student
in particular, believing that the only purpose of Indigenous drama was
to communicate with the non-Indigenous audience, was outraged that
she did not understand a large proportion of the play or the social
dynamics between Indigenous people.
As Melissa Lucashenko describes the situation:
Now us blackfellas still live all over Australia, yeah, Tasmania too. Murris
in Queensland. Kooris in New South Wales and Victoria. [Nyoongahs
in South Western Australia Nungas in South Australia.} Other words in
other places. Some of us still dark, still black looking. Some of us with
fair skin and blonde hair, only inside we could be real black. Some of
us got our traditional languages. A Jot of us mostly talk English, or else
Krio/. Alf of us living in some sort of house, most of us watching TV and
going to schools and working in Woolworths and having opinions about
Telstra and Kylie Minogue and the Broncos. Cos we modern people
now (Lucashenko 2002).

the definition preferred by most Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

Assumptions about the text

People (see Langton 1993). Within this definition, writers, performers
and artists who identify as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders are

In any context, visual and written texts by Indigenous
Australians are interpreted through assumptions about and
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representations of Aboriginality. In the context of the performance of a
production, these assumptions interact dialogically with the Indigenous
actors and the mise en scene. A human being standing and talking
in front of an audience, at least potentially, extends and challenges
assumptions by focusing the meaning of the words both physically and
emotionally. In the classroom, dealing only with the text, assumptions

There are a number of different ways in which the political
dynamic affects the reading of Indigenous theatre texts. One of these
is the tendency for non-Indigenous audiences/readers to view an
Aboriginal text as the bearer of truth about Aboriginality. There are a
number of problems with this approach. First and foremost is that a
single text it is also necessarily a singular truth, a single perspective.

and pre-existing representations play a more dominant role when
students are confronted by texts that have specific resonances within

Another problem that stems from seeing the text as the bearer of truth

their own Australian context. This applies particularly in a context where
often the Indigenous drama texts that are set within a course are the
orily, or one of the few, Indigenous texts that the students will engage

problems are compounded by assumptions that the work is created

with.

about Aboriginality is to view the work as testimony. Both of these
exclusively for non-Indigenous audiences as an educative tool.
Indigenous writers have created drama texts for a range
of reasons. In the 1960s and 1970s, Oodgeroo wrote 'to inspire and

Presumably we have moved from the situation in the late

educate people' (Walker [Oodgeroo] 1975) Jack Davis believed that

1970s when Jack Davis' Kullark (1983) was first staged. Often for the
audience, that production was their first contact with an Indigenous
Australian. Equally the material was new to some members of the
audience, especially the non-Indigenous members. So new in fact that

the 'territory of the theatre [was] to bear witness· (Shoemaker 1994).

Davis recounted how some people called him 'a liar [and] a twister of

Noongar 'battlers', were played in an extreme naturalistic style in order
to introduce Noongar reality and humanity to Euro-Australian audiences

facts' (Chesson & Davis 1988) Even without this level of resistance
'ndigenous texts require the non-Indigenous audience/reader to be
actively engaged with the material, seeking to gain some knowledge
and understanding of experiences they do not have.

With this in mind, his 'plays deal with an extended family and its day
to day existence as it struggles to pay the rent, to get the kids to
school, to keep things together' (Davis 1994). These people, these

and create an awareness of difference.

Indigenous texts often focus on the dynamics of relationships

This intercultural communication is part of the focus of many
Indigenous writers. However as Mudrooroo argues, 'Aboriginal writing
... is seeking to come to grips with and define a people, the roots of

but as Kyas Sherriff argues 'blackfellas have a different dynamic'

whose culture extend in an unbroken line... back into a past in which

(Sherriff 2004). A different dynamic that is the result of different social

English is a recent intrusion' (Mudrooroo 1985). This engagement with
understanding of the present and the past is within their own lives and

and political experiences. It is from this different place in terms of social
dynamic, cultural experience and history that Indigenous Australian
writers speak. Understanding this position requires at least a deeper
understanding of the history of intercultural relations in Australia.
Indigenous texts have at various times been dismissed
aesthetically on the grounds that the work is 'political'. Jack Davis

communities at least as much as it is in relation to non-Indigenous
communities. The orientations of Indigenous theatre companies and
the stated intentions of many playwrights make it clear that an important
primary audience for a substantial amount of Indigenous work is their
Indigenous communities.
This was the case from the first theatre companies in the

answered such criticisms by stating that 'to confront white and black
audiences with a truthful uncompromised picture of urban Aboriginal
life is in itself political' (Davis 1984) This political aspect of the text is,

1970s. For example the focus of the Black Theatre at Redfern's work
was their Aboriginal community; their aim was to communicate with their

as Davis points out, intrinsic to the context of Australian intercultural

community first and the broader non-Indigenous Australian community

relations. In a context where Indigenous people have been and
are presented in a particular way, the act of self representation is
actively political. For example, something as simple as a student not
understanding why Indigenous people did not 'just run away' from the
reserves, engages with layers of social and political history. Without

second (Bostock 1997). Theatre was a means to give ·expression to the
interests and emotions of [their] people' (Bostock 1973). At the same
time theatre is about intercultural communication with an emphasis
on giving voice to Indigenous stories. In the 1990s. llbiJerri Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Theatre Co-operative clearly outlined their

information about the levels of punitive measures facing Indigenous

focus in the brief for Stolen (1998) by Jane Harrison. One aim was to

Australians. the myth of Indigenous Australians as passive is easily
engaged with as an answer. In the contemporary context issues such
as the stolen generations, the deaths in custody and the high levels

give a public voice to the experiences of separation and removal for
the Koori community. The other major aim was to produce a play that
reflected the variety of Koori stories, experiences and reactions aimed

· incarceration of Indigenous people all require engagement with the
:Jolitical context. The work is 'political' because of the way it is viewed

at countering the representations of Koori people as a 'homogenous
people who all feel the same way' (Murray 1998).

2nd received by non-Indigenous Australians and the ways in which
I 'igenous Australians and Australia's past are seen. This does not
-ake the texts any less aesthetically valuable rather it is part of the
aesthetics of these texts.

This intercultural communication requires active listening.
An active engagement with different experiences and a recognition
that there is no single story. One of the basic elements of racism is to
generalise and frame all people within a certain grouping as the same.
ADEM 2005
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In the Australian context there are traces of racism in the tendency

Both the problem of seeing the text as a bearer of truth or

to generalise all Indigenous people as having the same experiences.

as testimony is compounded by assumptions that the work is created

Apart from any thing else this framing of the material is potentially

exclusively for non-Indigenous audiences. The dynamics of theatre

experiences.

audience. The non-Indigenous reader in the context of educative

alienating for Indigenous students who may have had very different
The treatment of work as a kind of testimony is a useful way of

engaging with the educative potential of the material. However, overall,

it places the work in different context from other plays. The concept

of testimony has associations with truth in the sense of credibility and
knowledge, but it has other associations as well. It is associated with

the •simple' presentation of experience. Testimony is not associated

with the skilled craft of actors or writers. It is the position of an amateur

performer rather than a professional working at their craft. This in effect
denies that the drama text is theatre, a construct created according to

depend on an active dialogue between, the theatre makers and the

exposition does not have to make an effort to hear or understand.

This assumption places the responsibility for communication solely

on the Indigenous artists. Effectively undercutting the potential for

intercultural communication and understanding.

This potential for intercultural communication and

understanding is both the most exciting and the most confronting aspect

of Indigenous drama. These texts offer us all an opportunity to learn

more about Australia and appreciate the multiple cultural presences

and understandings that constitute Australian society. As the call for

an artist's vision and artistic strategies. It is 'real', it is not art.

papers that preceded this collection stated, many people find it difficult

was written and devised by Wesley Enoch and Deborah Mailman

reasons are many and varied. A major one is a lack of knowledge. This

collective story that merges personal and family history with instances

for teaching Indigenous texts.

7 Stages .. , a one woman show delivered direct to audience,

within a creative development program in 1994. 7 Stages... 'tells a
of public grief' (Allen & Pearlman 1999). The title, and a basis of the

work, is a parallel between Elizabeth Kubler-Ross's analysis of the five
stages of dying - denial and isolation, anger, bargaining, depression
and acceptance and a division of Aboriginal history into seven stages

- the Dreaming, invasion, genocide, protection, assimilation, self
determination and reconciliation (Enoch 1996). From this framework,

to embed Indigenous texts and perspectives in the curriculum. The

is one of the stumbling blocks but it is also one of the main reasons
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the analysis of culture and place. For Murri audiences, a sense of
celebration emerges from the grieving. There is a lightening of the
load, an elation that comes from hearing stories that need to be told
(Enoch 1996)

(Sydney: Currency/Real Time, 1999).

History Unit. Broadcast ABC Radio October 26, 1997.

Black Theatre in NSW' New Dawn Vol 4 No 4 (September 1973):

13-14.

Brisbane, Katharine. Future in Black and White, Currency Press
Pamphlet, 1994.

Casey, Maryrose. Creating Frames: Contemporary Indigenous Theatre,
(Brisbane, UQP, 2004).

7 Stages ... is a complex, highly structured theatre text that draws

Chesson, Keith & Jack Davis, Jack Davis: A Life (Melbourne: Dent,

'everywoman'. As Mailman expresses it, the hope is that audiences

Davis, Jack. The Dreamers lnteNiew', Meanjin Vol 43 No 1 (Mar

people] are coming from and to understand that the struggle is still

)ack Davis' in Jack Davis: The Maker of History, (ed) Gerry Turcotte,

on a broad frame and range of experiences seeking to present an

1988) 195.

will 'leave the theatre with more understanding of where [Aboriginal

1984)46.

strong for us' (Mailman 1997). The text seeks to and does effectively

(Sydney:A&R, 1994).

truths are and can only be partial. No matter to what extent any given

Aboriginality, 1994.

tell a range of truths about Indigenous experiences. However these

text draws on community experiences, the finished text is an artistic

Dingo, Ernie. My Kind of People, Achievement and Identity and

Enoch, Wesley. 'Murri Grief.' Dialogue Issue 27 (June 1996): 10

expression of an individual. A text like 7 Stages offers a valuable

&14.

biographical material from both performers and others in a particular

Playlab Press, 1996).

experiences, it is not testimony laid on the table from which others

Deborah Mailman, (Brisbane: Playlab Press, 1996).

introduction to Indigenous experiences. The text is constructed from

Wesley Enoch& Deborah Mailman. 7 Stages of Grieving. (Brisbane:

time and place. Though in this sense the text bears witness to those

Why Do We Applaud' in 7 Stages of Grieving, Wesley Enoch &

may glean meaning. It is an aesthetic construct, that is actively and
consciously structured.
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Y

outh today need to be educated a bout the Stolen Generation
and the sacred history of the Aboriginal people of our country.
Tiley were people who were brutally and wrongfully separated
from their mothers, their fathers, their families and co mmunities when
they were very young , people whose attachment to therr own contexts
were severed and destroyed . This unit 'Finding the Ties that Bind'
will assist students in knowing the past, understanding the present and
seeking reconciliation for the future. Students will be able to explore

these sensitive 1ssues associated with reconciliation through the use
of technology and dramatic play in a safe classroom environment.

In the unit, students will explore the stories of the people

who suffered systematically and in so many ways at the hands of white
Australians1 principally of earlier generations. These stories document
a terrible grief and loss, and hig hlig ht the troubled relationship that
exists between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. This
relationship is a critica l and dramatic element in our history, imbued
with tragedy and sorrow, affecting the lives of ail of - and

examined, acknowledged and mourned, there can
Many of today's youth are conscious of the rr s

til it is fully

to Indigenous

Australians both in the past and in the prese t, and a e active in their
determination to discover ways to right those WT
be encouraged to make these statements rega

-

· tu nts ill

through the use of technology, such as l:lulte;in
digital images and cinematic performance.
i g There i s a considerable a
Reconciliation within the corn mu ity · but among m:::.

there is also cynicism and confusion abo 1he erm � d
g
used . There is an impression at the term Reconciliatio refe s to J
talk, but without actually changing anything. It's abo t the crea
of a unified and inclusive Australia. The talk is importam, because
part of the pmcess is creatrng opportunities for I ndigenous and o

Indigenous people to come together to discuss race relations in 1his
country and to learn about each other. But it also means addressing

the unfinished business • truth about our shared history, recognising
rights and substantial equality for all Australians .
The unit will explore how students have a chance to join
the fight for equality in this cou ntry, and how we have a responsibility
to work together to create an inclusive Australia of which we can all
be proud . This unit successfully blends technology and Drama into
an artform with an important message for all stude nts Involved in the
learning process. Students will use this new knowledge to create a

multi media Collage Drama performance on rFi nding the Ties that
Bind' - knowing the past, understanding the present and seeking
reconciliation for the future.

Southern Cross Catholic

o l l ege

Southern Cross Catholic College is a co-educational P-1 2 College wtth

an enrolment of approximately 700 secondary students, situated on
the Redcliffe peninsula . The college draws the majority of its stud ents
locally from the Redcliffe peninsula, but a significant number comm ute
by bus from Bribie Island, Caboolture and the Pine Rivers Shire. There

are three primary campuses situated at Woody Point, Scarborough
and Kippa Ring . A majority of the students make the tra nsition lo the
secondary campus in Year 8 from the three primary campuses.
Southern C ross Cathol ic Col lege is an ed ucatio nal

community, which is committed to promoting the total development of
the student in the light of (he Gospel. Such an atmosphere promotes
student involvement and studenUteacher rapport. Thus we strive to
develop the essence of a Catholic School - a community of faith. This

commitment is demonstrated in our College motto , 'Seek the Light'
which means that all members of our community are encourage to work
to achieve their full potential. Thus all are given every encou ragement
to participate fully in the life of our College both to develop their own
gifts but also to offer these in service of others.
Drama is a popular art form at Southern Cross cathol ic

College.

e College elieves all students in Year 8 should experience

rama for a s-week block resulting in 1 95 minutes a week. In Year 9
a d 10 lhe · ,etable is structured vertically, and Dra ma is an elective
_ ·s .. SL denis c.an choose from a variety of semester units aimed
� such as Improvisation Level 4, Comedy Level 5 and

evel 4. Many students at Southern Cross Catholic

a e elec o st dy Drama continuously throughout Years 9 and 1 0.

here are t\l,o fufl time secondary Drama teachers who promote the Arts
e college and community, offering many formal and i nformal
paformance opportunities for the junior secondary students.
Technology is slowly being integrated into all subjects across

Yecrs 8- 1 2. This particula r movement can be seen at SCCC in Year
8 with students integrating subjects such as. Maths , English. S OSE
and Technology. Assessment items require students to manipulate
all or some of the subject areas listed above. As a result, ' Find ing

the Ties that Bind' is exciting as it successfully integrates technology

with Drama. Cross curricular learning is a priority in The Techno ogy
syllabus. A cross cu rricular con nection with the Arts Syl la bus is
evident within the learning area of 'Lifeskills' . The Technology syllabus
states , (2003, 7) 'Lifeskills is a term used to describe the knowledge ,
practice and dispositions considered necessary for people to function
adequately in their contemporary and changing life roles and situaUons.

Demonstration of lifeskil ls takes place in two overlapping dimensions;
practical performance of, and critical reflection on , those skills'. Tile

a rtform o Drama overlaps with this learning outcome, especially in
the area of pe rsonal development, social skills and citizenship skills.
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- Year 8, 9 and 10 is conducted in a split level carpeted
;. ;.·:: "" that has a stage, rostrum blocks, desks, chairs, tree light

Author's Note:
This unit was originally implemented at Ipswich SHS in my first year

: �-=:asses are relocated to Frawley Hall. This facility has a stage,
: - - ; ; d a large carpeted space. When a formal periormance is

Southern Cross Catholic College's Junior Drama Program. Over the
years I have made changes to the unit to involve the use of technology

ea/television, video camera and a large costume/prop
� :· : -. When a Senior Drama Class occupies this space, Junior

- �: _ sd he Timothy Peter Centre can be booked and students can
- - � · - � opportunity to rehearse on a proscenium arch stage and use
; - - ; sound and power point facilities.
25 hours

of teaching It was part of the Year 11 Drama program. Due to the
success of the unit, the following year I implemented the unit into

but ensured the Iheme of reconciliation was always present.

LEVEL 5 FINDING THE TIES THAT BIND

• : ·e ontent
·: a ant to this

Elements:
• Tension
• Focus
• Symbol
• Mood
Conventions:
• Stream of conscience
• Composition
• Viewpoints
• Developing roles using status,
giving thought to power relations

_i;vel
�:atement

Students, individually and in groups, purposefully structure dramatic action by applying dramatic elements
and conventions to create selected forms and styles of drama based on issues, concepts and stories.
They present devised and scripted drama to promote ideas and to educate specific audiences. They
consider performance skills when preparing work for presentation. ln preparing scripts they block the action
and interpret characterisation and meaning.
Students use drama terminology when evaluating the manipulation of dramatic elements and conventions
in selected forms and styles. They display awareness of various cultural contexts and purposes, and how
these impact on dramatic works.

nit Outline

DR 5.1 Students structure
dramatic action, both individually
& in groups, using elements
& conventions appropriate to
the selected dramatic form,
style & purpose. Students use
technology to assist in developing
and shaping dramatic action.
This could include: digital camera
pictures, power point or Microsoft
word.

TP 5.2 Students generate design
ideas and communicate these
in design proposals that indicate
an understanding of factors
infiuencing production of the
options (s) they have selected.

Forms:
• Student-devised scripts
• Process drama
• Realism
• Collage drama
• Physical theatre
Written - program notes

DR 5.2 Students present
selected roles using
performance skills
appropriate to the selected
dramatic form, style &
purpose. Students use
technology to assist in
presenting their dramatic
message in performance.
This could include: images
from the internet, power
point or clip art.

Performance skills:
• Voice - adapting
for different
characters, stream
of conscience,
vocal chants
• Movement
- blocking stage
action and using
the body as a
symbol
• Characterisation
- purpose &
motivation
• Script interpretation
-who, what,
where, when & why

Audience:
• Formal and
informal - specific
target audience
Purpose:
• Education
Promotion

DR 5.3 Students identify & evaluate the
application of dramatic elements & conveniions
used in their own work & that of others,
communicating an awareness of the selected
form, style & purpose. Students use technology
in responding to their performance. This could
include: a chat room or bulletin board.

TP 5.4 Students use predetermined criteria to
judge how well processes and products meet
the needs of specific users, and recommend
modiiications or improvement.

TP 5.3 Students meet
predetermined standards
as they follow production
procedures to make quality
products.
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.
.

.
.

.

.
.

Know

Structurlng a
scenarlo
Script layout
convent[ons
Ensemble
skills
Wrrte a
character
profile
Speak
thoughts
aloud
Consider
roles that
are directly
involved in a
situation
Employ role
reversal
to play
roles from
opposing
perspectives
Change
the mood
by applying
language
and/or
symbol

.

.
.
.
.

.

.
.

14

c

2 5

Do

Explore a range
of tensions (task,
relationshlps,
surprise and
mystery)
Devise a Collage
Drama on the issue
of reconciliation
-'Finding the Ties
that Bind'
Refine scenarios &
scripts from a range
of texts and present
an outline using
digital images on
power point
Work as part of an
ensemble
lndfvidUally
contribute fdeas
to devise and
structure collage
drama through
individually
preparing their
collage drama
Interpret and
practice the
elements and
conventions evident
in scripted texts
by recognising the
conventions, which
relate to the form of
the text.
Explore stream of
consciousness
Apply conventions
from previous levels

.

.

.

.

.

Know

Rehearsal
procedures
Rehearse
and present a
published script
to entertain and
inform
Performance
skills including:
- modulation,
articulation &
breathing for
projection
-movement in
character/s and
as a symbol
Script
interpretation
-plot
analysis, given
circumstances,
character
motivation,
context, sub-text,
style
Develop
and present
student-devised
scenalios and
scenes using
activities and
experiences from
previous level.

.

.

.
.

.
.

Do

Rehearse
Independently
& refine Collage
Drama
Apply
performance
skills as
appropriate
to present a
Collage Drama
Use technology
within
performance
to symbolise
meaning. This
could be in the
form of video
prof ection or
power point of
images.
Memorise
blocking and
stage action
Performance
skills including:
- modulation,
articulation
& breathing
for projection
-movement in
characterfs and
as a symbol
Consider a
range of specific
target audiences
such as another
class or year
level
Become aware
of audience,
space and
pUfl)OSe

.
.

.

Know

Identify
dramatic
conventions
used in their
own work and
that of others
Identify
dramatic
elements used
in their own
work and that
of others
Use oral,
written and
visual modes
to justify
judgments of
therr own and
others' work
Understand
the purpose
and cultural
context of the
drama
Independently
write plot
outlines that
establish,
con!inue or
conclude a
drama

.

.

.

.
.

Do

Develop
knowledge
of elements
of drama and
conventions
relating to
Collag.e Drama
Analyse &
evaluate
drama
performance
by peers, self
and visiting
artist
Comment
on individual
progress
through using
a bulletin
board on the
net
Identify
influence of
purpose &
cultural context
Engage with,
respond to and
discuss drama
that conforms
to a range
of forms and
styles
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uggested Drama Activities

� _: =·:s begin each class with a game, which

: ;s winners' and 'losers'. To emphasis the

--= - ; J being an 'outsider'.
=:splays

: · _: -:·:s devise news reports and scenarios
: _: s:ereotyping within the community. Ideas
·-sse ole plays come from newspapers.

- : -ovisations

_: ·; ••irnulus such as the video 'Barbequeria

:c'ovise similar situations. The element of

: ·--;;s! being introduced.
: :· ptwriting

= ·: ··

. arious

class activities students are to

-= = : Jictures of different scenes. Then write a

: - : -: scenario under each image. This is to be
-::s·:ed in power point to the class.

Plot Outline

Play Reviews

Collage Drama.

a play with a similar theme or context.

Polished improvisation

performance according to the Play, Acting,

This involves the requirements of a polished

Students are able to use simple props to

Scripted text

Bulletin Board

published scripts. 'Box the Pony' by L.

about their progress and post them on the

Students are to present extracts from
Purcell.

Freeze frames

Students use poetry as stimulus to present a

variety of freeze frames to create meaning.
Body bags, music, levels, chanting and

neutral could be used.

Group-devised scripts

·= :;•:

ensemble roles that vary in status and

· - : J'lgines. It reads: I like the little girl in centre

; ·::.o. but if taken by anyone else, any of the

··=·s .vould do, as long as they are strong.

= a ouilding
1

_ - -f scenes and developing the theme to

·: - s:·uc a message. Using symbols through

·: s - point to reinforce message to the
- : s·ce.

_ ·a,acter profile

_ == S:agestruck to develop a realistic character
- - :"e Collage Drama.

Design and Direction. This task could be

verbally presented or in written format.

= ·: :ess Drama

in half-caste home. Shopping list on a
: :- : ·pping sent to the then minister in charge

Students will be asked to review the

present a convincing performance.

Students are required to create a Collage

_: - ; : e stimulus 'Homes Are Sought For
- · = ss Children'. A picture of a group of girls at

If the opportunity exists, students will view

Drama, which features student-devised

scripts. Present a range of individual and
attitude.

Collage Drama

Students will prepare and present a

performance in a specific setting to a

target audience. This involves the use

of technology to reinforce message of the
collage drama.

Elements of Drama

Students are to answer structured questions
internet bulletin board in Yahoo. Some
messages may focus on:

Working as

part of a group, development as an actor,
understanding of the Collage Drama and its

themes, thoughts about their characters and
personal reflection on the process drama.
Self• and peer-reflection sheets

Students would complete an evaluation

sheet. Questions would include: contribu ion

to planning, positives of the performance

and areas for improvement. This could be
done through the bulletin board.
Whole class and small group
discussion

Due to the sensitive issue of the unit,

informal class discussions would occur

frequently. This would allow students

to reflect and debrief about issues of
concern. This could be done through the
bulletin board.

Consider and incorporate the elements

of tension, focus, symbol and mood

into the Collage Drama with the use of
multimedia.
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Assessment techniques and instruments
Students may:
Participate in improvisations, role
plays, workshops, discussions
when structuring scenarios
and scenes for the purpose of
educating an audience.
• Script write a character & plot
using Stage Struck.
• Use power point to present 6
different scenes from the collage
drama. Each image must be
accompanied with 3-4 sentences
explaining what is happening the
scene.
• A variety of different images
from the net which symbolise
reconciliation.
The teacher may use:
• Teacher observation
• Focused analysis

Students may:
• Present prepared scenes in
informal classroom setting.
• Prepare and present Collage
Drama in a formal setting to a
target audience.
• Use video projection and
power point to add a cinematic
experience to the Collage Drama.
The teacher may use:
• Teacher observation:
• Focused analysis
Recorded in:
• Checkist
• Criteria sheet
• Video recordings

Judgments

When demonstrating this outcome,

students will know:
• How to structure dramatic action
in groups using the collage drama
form.
• The dramatic conventions that
relate to Collage Drama.
• The impact of stereotyping.

When demonstrating this outcome,

students will:
• Use elements including tension,
mood. symbol, focus and
movemen to structure dramatic
action.
• Devise student performances
abou •Finding the Ties that Bind'.
• Consider the impact of purpose
and audience on the development
of dramatic action.

The teacher may use:
• Student-teacher consultation
• Peer and self assessment
• Focused analysis
Recorded in:
• Reflection sheets
• Journals
Checklists
• Criteria sheet

Recorded in:
• Checklist
• Criteria sheet

Making

Students may:
• Participate in discussion and
feedback sessions with the
teacher and peers
• Complete self and peer refection
sheets.
• Keep a journal or diary to reflect
on own and others' progress or
evaluate a professional theatre
performance.
• Respond to theatre experience
(verbal or written}.
• Respond to questions about the
production through the use of a
bulletin board.

When demonstrating this outcome,

students will know:
• How to s ruc,Lre td:::as ,
performance.
• How to consider a speci"lc
target audience ::h ices of
performance con ent soace a d
purpose.
• The elements of ora a ost
relevant to the pe ·o a ce.
particularly tension. symbol ocus
and mood.
• Movement skills associated
with Collage Drama. including
transitions between scenes.
When demonstrating this outcome,

students will:
• Rehearse independently in oraer
to polish for presentation.
• Develop text and characters.

When demonstrating this outcome,

students will know:
• The needs and expectations of the
chosen audience.
• The correct language for
communicating knowledge about
Collage Drama.
• How o evaluate the meaning of
the Collage Drama performance.

When demonstrating this outcome,
students will:
• Identify the elements and
conventions of Collage Drama
used in various performances.
including their own.
• Determine how meaning is
created and altered through the
manipulation and management of
selected dramatic elements and
conventions.

- � -.,s That Bind - Andrea Butt

•

•

•
•

Select and sequence dramatic
action using the collage drama
forms and conventions in
performance to suit the purpose.
audience and space.
Have an awareness of space.
Make apparent the roles'
status, purpose and attitude
in interactions during the
presentation.
Use stance, gesture and
movement to support
characterization.
Memorise blocking and stage
action for the performance of
rehearsed work.

•
•

•

Respond to the dramatic
action and assign meaning
to it.
Identify the relationship
between the conventions
used in their own drama and
that of others by maklng links
between the selected form/
style and conventions.
Make judgments about the
application of elements and
conventions in their own work,
substantiating judgments with
evidence relevant to form,
style and purpose.

Hagen, U. (1973) Respect for acting, Macmillan Publishing Company, New York.
Haseman, B. & O'Toole, J. (1991) Dramawise, Heinemann Educational Australia, Melbourne.
Linklater, K. (1976) Freeing the natural voice, Drama Book Publishers, New York.

Martin, J. (1991) Voice in modern theatre, Routledge, London.
Miles-Brown, J. (1985) Acting: a drama studio sourcebook, Peter Owen, London.
Neelands, J. (1998) Beginning drama 11-14, David Fulton, London.
Stolen Children
Box the Pony
17 July 2000
1934 Clipping
Barbequeria

_ - : Evaluation

After completion of units of work, you could collect information and make judgments about:
• Level of engagement of students during the unit
• Student evaluation of unit
• The appropriateness of the issue 'Finding the Ties that Bind'
• The suitability of the resources (published scripts, poems, songs, videos and visual images)
• The appropriateness of the time allocations for the assessment tasks and structured activities
• Teaching strategies
• Assessment strategies to provide and gather evidence about students' demonstrations of core learning outcomes
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Years 9 and 10 DRAMA Semester 1 or 2
Finding the Ties that Bind
Student Profile
2004

PC: ------

NAME:
TEACHER:

MISS BUTT

COORINDATOR:

MISS BUTT

U IT

R 5.1

DR .2

DR 5.3

OR 6.1

D 6.2

DR 6.3

Finding the Ties
That Bind

CODE: 0 - revisit (go round again)

✓ demonstrated in this unit/context

COMMENTS:

Teacher's Signature: _________

Date: __ _

Source: Queensland School Curriculum Council. 2002. The Arts Years 1 to 10 Curriculum Material.
Spring Hill: Queensland Studies Authority.
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SOUTHERN CROSS CATHOLIC COLLEGE

DRAMA
DRAMA 5a 2004

FINDING THE TIES THAT BIND
DRAMA

NAME:
COORDINATOR:

COLLAGE

TEACHER:

MISS BUTT

ASSESSMENT ITEM 1

MISS BUTT

FORMING TASK

INDIVIDUALLY PRESENTED

• Student achieving level outcome (tick) • Student almost achieving level (half tack - to be extended when they achieve the level outcome)
• Student experiencing difficulty achieving outcome (circle)
Throughout this unit, students will participate in a variety of workshops activities, designed to assist them in developing an effective collage
script, by fostering an understanding of the history of Aboriginal-European Australia. Textual resources and ideas developed from these activities
can be used in the collage drama. It is important to participate and become involved in class activities and assist in shaping your collage.

During the rehearsal stage of your performance you will be required to discuss 6 digital images of the group rehearsing different scenes.
Below each digital image you must write what is happening in the scene. Your explanation must be 3 sentences for each image. This must
be presented to the class by using power point. Ensure to incl de symbols that connect with the theme of the unit - 'Finding the Ties that

Bind'.

DR 5.1 Students structure dramatic action, both individually and in groups,
dramaUc form, style and purpose.

ing elements and conventions appropriate to the selected

Students have multiple opportunities to achieve this outcome in the firs half o· the unit.

Teacher Observation Checklist
Does the
student ...
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SOUTHERN CROSS CATHOLIC COLLEGE

DRAMA
A Sa 2004

FINDING THE TIES THAT BIND
NAME:
TEACHER:
COORDINATOR:

COLLAGE DRAMA

MISS BUTT
MISS BUTT

ASSESSMENT ITEM 2
PRESENTING TASK
PRACTICAL/GROUP
-

�5K Description:

- ; : ;ss lime you have been introduced to a range of texts. These have included:
- s: e,:: ion of poems
� 2:.:s from videos
� s:iaper reports
_ ":.,eatre

. :� - � 'rom the stimulus and/or content, each group is to devise their own collage drama. The minimum time for such a performance is 2
- _·;;�:er person.
:: _:: - 3 ses of the stimulus material and dramatic devices could include freeze frames, rituals, chants, one liners, contrasting images, choral

=- -;

·.: �= -

•erbal dynamics, power point projections, use of objects as symbols, visual symbols, symbolic movement patterns, music, lighting
effects.

- - � - - =ge is to illustrate aspects of the current unit - Finding the Ties that Bind - knowing the past, understanding the present, seeking
- :- : <i ·on for the future.

a-

· �=

onditions:

� - ,- :, es per student
s preparation in class time
-c: ::,-er input

riteria:

• ,-:
status, purpose and attitude in performance
_ :<c: -;iportunities o maintain role or play multiple roles, clearly signalling role changes
- ·: A:ion of the conventions of Collage Drama in relation 'Finding the Ties that Bind'
_: =-: ,-s ration of the elements of drama to create dramatic meaning, particularly utilising mood, symbol and tension

---ADE 2005
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SOUTHERN CROSS CATHOLIC COLLEGE

DRAMA
DRAMA 5a 2004

FINDING THE TIES THAT BIND
NAME:
TEACHER:
COORDI ATOR:

COLLAGE DRAMA

MISS BUTT
MISS BUTT

ASSESSMENT ITEM 2
PRESENTING TASK
PRACTICAL/GROUP
FOCUSED ANALYSIS

ESTABLISHED

Clarity of status, purpose and attitude in
performance

Used opportunities to maintain role or
play multiple roles, clearly signalling role
changes
Application of the conventions of Collage
Drama in relation 'Finding the Ties that
Bind'

- --

Demonstration of the elements of drama
to create dramatic meaning, particularly
utilising mood, symbol, focus and tension

NOT AT LEVEL 5 (teacher to identify
and comment of level)

Your status, purpose and atti de were effectively
conveyed to the audience.

Your status, purpose and attitude...

Your actor focus was maintained throughout the
performance.

Your actor focus ...

Your performance maimained role s effectively
throughout.

Your performance maintained role/s ...

Your signalling of role cha ges vas very clear
and precise.

Your signalling of role changes ...

You utilised and manipulated the conventions
of the Collage Drama, particularly the different
forms to convey a message to the audience.
Your performance demons rated your creation
of dramatic meaning through your contribution
to mood, the development of significant symbols
and the controlled maintenance of tension

I

.

lII
'

Your understanding of the convention of
Collage Drama ...

Your demonstration of the elements of
mood, symbol and tension ...

throughout the performance.

Comments:

I

-22
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SOUTHERN CROSS CATHOLIC COLLEGE
DRAMA
5a 2004

FINDING THE TIES THAT BIND
NAME:
TEACHER:
COORDINATOR:

COLLAGE DRAMA

MISS BUTT
MISS BUTT

ASSESSMENT ITEM 3
RESPONDING TASK
Self Reflection/Self Assessment
WRITTEN/INDIVIDUAL
LENGTH: 4-5 MESSAGES
TIME ALLOWED: TWO WEEKS
DUE DATE: 15 November 2004

K:

�· _ • : e video of your performance write some notes about your performance and what you have learnt about yourself as a performer,
: : :;: rama and about reconciliation as a result of participating in the unit.

:

=��

period, individually you must make contributions to the class bulletin board. Your contributions to the bulletin board must address
- . : .:s:ions. You may wish to comment in role as one of the characters from your collage drama or respond to other contributions to
- - : :ard.
My favourite lesson:

The best visual image created from
technology in the performance:

_ � - '. e performance:

== __

::; -,portant dramatic thing I
.in the performance/unit:

The thing that had the most
impact on me in the unit:

The elements/conventions that contributed
to that image:
The most important thing I learnt about
reconciliation in the unit:

Finding The Ties That Bind - Andrea Butt
Firstly, you must assess 'yahoo' and receive a free email account. Two

lessons will be devoted to using the computers, to ensure everyone is

on task. Please note: computer labs are available to use during lunch
times Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Follow the instructions below to rnceive a free yahoo email account:
• Access the homepage of 'Yahoo' by typing in www.yahoo.com in
the web browser

•

•
•
•

Click on mail

Click on free email account (the purple offer)

Click sign up now offer

Complete the form with name, password, account name and

details

Ensure you have pen and paper to write down your password and

Yahoo ID

Follow the instrucUons below to log 1nto 'Year 9110 SCCC' bulletin

board:
• Access the homepage of 'Yahoo' by typing in www.yahoo.com in
the web browser
• Click on Groups
• The webpage will then ask: "Join a Grouir'
• Type in the available space: Year 9110 SCCC then press enter
Double click on the hyperlink Year 9/10 SCCC
• Click on join this group
• Enter Yahoo ID and password
• A side panel will appear regarding if you wish to check messages
or post a new message to the bulletin board

OEM ot'l5

Biography -Andrea Butt
A drea was born and raised in Mackay on a cane farm. She

.sludied Drama at QUT 95-98, and graduated with B.Ed (Sec.

Drama). First year of teaching was at Ipswich SHS and Is currently
at South em Cross Catholic Col!ege in lhe role of Acting Arts

Coordinator. Andrea is also a director of ovJn drama school for

teenagers. Xpressions Drama Academy which is based al Redcliffe
and is currenily, studying Masters in Creative Industries {Drama
Teaching) al Q�eensland Universi�/ of Technology.

Whether you are an experienced drama educator wanting to
renew and refresh your practice or new to drama and want to
develop your interests, QUT's postgraduate drama teaching
courses can cater for your specific needs. Tailor your course by
selecting subjects that develop your skills in drama and
performance or that deal with the complexities of teaching drama.
Choose from:

postgraduate
drama teaching
qualifications

■ Graduate Certificate in Creative Industries (Drama Teaching)
■ Graduate Diploma in Creative Industries (Drama Teaching)
■ Master of Creative Industries (Drama Teaching)
Graduates gain employment as teachers in primary and secondary
schools, or as educational leaders embarking on exciting and
innovative learning projects in their communities.

Flexible options
Gain a four-subject graduate certificate and then upgrade with further
study to a graduate diploma, and then on to a masters.

Or, you can

select to study a masters and, if your circumstances change, exit
with a graduate certificate or diploma.

Online
Study the Graduate Certificate online in a supportive learning
environment with teleconferences, discussion groups and tutorial
chat sessions. Select subjects such as Teaching Drama,
Implementing Drama, Contemporary Performance, Performing
Narrative or Applying IT in lhe Drama Classroom.

Professional development
If you are looking for professional development opportunities to
update your skills and knowledge in a specific area you can apply to
study a single unit as a visiting student. Normal entry and academic
credit requirements do apply.

More information
• ·t."CI ·1ork being a full-time teacher. having a family life and then
•• - - ::,ng to postgraduate study as well. Lecturers' enthusiasm, flexibility
; : ;.;;oort have been paramount to my success vtithin the course. I am
·; • e opportunity to b9 challenged, listened to and re-educated through
� = - ,nd performance studies. '
;3 re Harman, current student.

=

Apply now to commence study in July 2005. For a course prospectus
phone (07) 3864 3596, email s.gattenhof@qut.com or visit
creativeindustries.qut.com

a university for the

real world

®

QUT

Queensland University of Technology Musk Avenue Kelvin Grove Qld 4059 qut.com
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Theatre and Education for Reconciliation

S

J a ne Carpenter and Kath Fisher, Queensland
ince its premiere at the 2000 Out of the Box Festival, Kite a nd
Kooemba Jdarra's Binn i's Backyard has pertormed to hundreds

of Australfan children, in theatres and community venues from

the Torres Strait to Melbourne and through regional Western Australia
to Perth. With the pla n to take it to an I ndigenous festival and into

communities in Canada fn 2006, It seems timely to examine Kite's
track record as far as addressing Indigenous content and issues in its
work for Early Childhood.
Ask any of the company members of Binni's Backya rd about

Kath's co nclusion was that the effectiveness of the s how
was largely because its ed ucationa l conte nt was inherent in the

performance .
"In traditional ways education isn't separated from cu ltu re ,
from traditional learning ; it is one and the same ."

Content aside, on the slmplest level the show has a powerful
impact beca use of the strength of the performa nces from the you ng
Indigenous cast members {the most recent tour featuring N ikki Copley,
Steven Oliver and Tamara Forester). These are young Aborig inal

their most memorable performance experiences with the show and the
answer is li kely to involve a story of a community event (especially
one with a feast) ; a performance on Moa Island in the Torres Strait

performers who are forging successful professional careers as actors

Kuranda , or t h e show for over 700 local children, parents a n d Elders
as part of the C herbourg Centenary. The main common element
however, is audience response . The most g ratifying shows a re those

sta nd point. It was good for them to see that there are different ways
to be Aborig ina l in different places - it shows that their options are not
so limited."

attended by the whole popu lation, a day of Indigenous celebration i n

with the largest number of people who recognize their culture being
re presented onstage.
Not that Binni's Backyard doesn't have general aud ience
appeal. Its ingredients a re classic Kite fare for Early Childhood - a

simple story told with humou r, inspired music, beautiful visuals and
plenty of opportunity for audience pa rticipation. It's also about a five

year-old girl caug ht up in the world of television , toys , fast food and
computer games - familiar stuff for most contem porary kids and their

and dance rs .

Teacher at Aurukun State School , Tyson Jones said, "Kids
here have a limited understa nding of I nd igenousness from a national

Whal it all amounts to is this: stimulating and accessible
educational theatre about Aborigina l culture in a. contemporary setti ng ,

presented by a mixed race cast. And it seems to work wel l whether it's

performed in the Cremorne Theatre or in the undercover play area at

Ya rra bah community, but no doubt the success of the formula owes
something to the ingredients having had a decade or so to 'brew·.

parents in Australia today.
What is interesting and significant about the show's content
is the way the story travels from the everyday here-and-now into the

almost secret realm of the backyard , where there are relationships
betwee n the anima ls and the la nd 1 h ie rarchies and ritua ls to be
observed and respected . The audience discovers these th ings along
with Binni, or they are re-connected to them.

Kite's Artistic Director Tim Mullooly says, "This show works as
a powerful experience for kids from all backgrounds but for Indigenous
kids there's a whole other level of recog nition and empowerment.
Whal they're seeing out there a re their stories; thei r hu mour and their

people . "

Kath Fisher, Stage Manager a n d Community Liaison person
for the most recent season of Binni 's Backyard has clea r ideas about

the value of the show, particula rly for I ndigenous kids.
"After each performance I asked the young audience if Bin ni
lea rned anything from going outside and playing and some of the

responses we got back were so perceptive, so observant. One little

girl said , "Role models', because we had a black cast. . . also about the
Spi rit, learning about respect and responsibility and learning how to
respect not only animals, but the environment."
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"Bi nni's Backyard is really the final work i n a trilogy: Tim
Mul looly conti nues , ''The first in stal l ment was Legend which was
produced for the Queensland Performing Arts Trust ( now Q PAC)

in 1 990 . This was before an Indigenous performing a rts compa ny
existed and so it was an attempt to make a collaborative work between
OPAT and the I ndigenous arts community. Kite got lhe gig because
of our Early Childhood specially and because we'd been interested i n
prod ucing a work like this for some. time."
Legend involved Indigenous actors Ros Watson, Gra h a m

Brady a n d Raymond Walker, with Vincent Brady a s cultural consultant.
It was a production with a relatively la rge cast and high production

Kite Tneetre and Educariof! for Reconciliation - Jane Carpenter end Kath Fisher, Queef!sland

val ues and was the show that Kite's ' promenade' style• developed
from. Most significant however, was the beginning of an impetus to
represent contemporary Murri culture . Consultation w1th Elders and

an a ngry Binni packs her bag, grabs her teddy and runs away . . . to her

community members such as Jackie H uggins revea led that there was
a general perception amongst Murri$ that the I ndigenous pop ulatio n
was over-represented In trad itional ways and that there was a need

and spirit of her backyard through the agency of the ani mals she meets
as well as the Spirit itself.

to show that the culture had su rvived and adapted into contemporary
society.
Accordingly, Legend's successor Murri Time is ve ry much

about the modern u rban I ndigenous experienc€ and a celebration of its

context, the entire young audience is encouraged to think about their
attitudes and beha viou r towards the natural world a s well as to
celebrate their place in it.
Says Tim Mu l looly, "Whe n we did Murri Time the issue

connection to traditional cu lture . The a udience is enrolled as members

of Reconcil iation was very much at the fore-front, but our busfness

of five family groups and follow the journey of a young Brisba ne Murri
girl , Binnawee Bu nya, he r unforgettable dog Deefa and her helpful

own backyard . Her journey is to move from being bored and fearful of
the natural world to an understanding a nd respect for the land. trees

Through the recognition of Aboriginal spirituality In an urban

is with young kids of all backgrounds. So our focus was always a

celebration of the reconciliation process , in that the concept and form

friend Peter Parker as they search for Binni 's Gran (who wen t to the
shop for bread , but has been gone a long time) . With the assistance of

of the show overtly supported reconciliation in practice, rather than
just in theo ry."
"Both Kooemba and Kite have a strong sense that what we're

of her Aborig ina l identity g rows as she makes connections With family,
names and respect for the land. Peter, a non-Aboriginal boy, meanwhile

doing is contf'ibuting to a united sense of culture ," Mullooly sa1d. ·'This
is not simply a reconci liation gesture , but a multi-faceted perspective
on who we a re."
Binni's Backyard by Therese Collie and Nad i ne McDonald

a little bird , the wind and various other characters, Binni's awareness

lea rns that there a re many similarities and some intrig uing differences
between his culture and the contemporary Aboriginal one, Gran is finally
found in Musg rave Park (a traditional Brisbane 'sit-down' place) where
her clan has gathered to celebrate the Bunya Festival . The audience
'families' are welcomed and lnv1ted to jo1n in the celebrations - a very
memorable sausage sizzle.

was first produced by Kooemba Jdarra Indigenous Performing Arts
Company in association with Education Queensland's Kite Theatre and
Therese Collie for the 2000 Out of the Box Festival of Early Childhood. It
was performed in the Cremorne Theatre of the Quee nsland Performing

Fol lowing lts Out of the Box success in 1 994 , Murri Time
went on to play throughout Queensland and South Australia and then

Arts Centre in October of that year.
Binn i's Backyard was produced again in 2003 with a limited in

to remote Aboriginal communities in Queensland and the Northern
Territory. Tim M ullooly says of the tou r, "It was amazing to enter some
of those communities where life is pretty hard and perform a play wh1ch
is not only a lot of fu n but says relevant th ings about being Aboriginal

schools season and as a theatre show for the Queensland Performing
Arts Centre's C remorne Theatre. This season was generously funded
by the Queensland Theatre Board and Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Arts Board of the Australia Council.

in contemporary Australia."
Binni's Backyard began as a collaboration between the same
stakeholders, Kite and QPAC, but is significa nt in the involvement

In 2004 Bi nni's Backya rd completed a tri-state tour visiting
remote co m m u n ities in the Cape, Torres Strait a n d Far N orth
Queensland as the Term three project , and in Term four the tour

of Kooem ba Jda rra I n d igenous Performing Arts, Brisbane's fi rst
professiona l I ndigenou s perform ing arts company. I mporta n t fo r
Ed uca tion Queensland's Kite Theatre as educa tors , is the depth

continues into theatres and comm unities in Victoria and Western
Australia . This tour is funded by Playing Australia and the Aboriginal
and Torres Stra it Islander Arts Board of the Australia Council.

the colla boration - a depth which is reflected in the strength of the
relationship between the compa nies and the substantial nature of the
content being addressed .
Th is is also due to the maturing of both of the 'j unior partners'

Kite Theat re

of u ndersta nd i ng and com mu n ication that has grown a longside

in recent years. Kooemba now enjoys mainstream acceptance and

profile and has g rown sig nifica ntly in confidence , professiona lism
and in its ability to express certain salient issues. Kite is also more
confident in Its dealfngs with an Indigenous company and in its ability
to colla borate on a joint expression of cultura l understanding .
Like its predecessors, the story of Binn i's Backyard is a lso
about a journey, but an Inner on e . When the play begins . Binni is very
much an indoor girl, used to passive entertainment aod material goods.
Forced by her parents to do something other than watch endless TV,

Kite Theatre is Education Queensland's Ea rly Chi ldhood Theatre
tea m , producing hig h q uality theatre for 4 to 8 year aids. Kite has

Kite Theatre and Education /or Reconciliation - Jane Carpen/er and Kath Fisher. Queensland

been providing innovative educatfonal theatre for Q ueensland school
child ren since 1 983 and is proud of its reputation for presenting
releva nt, appropriate social issues in an exciting and entertaining way.
Kite personnel are experienced teachers who work in th e classroom

and in professional theatre . All our shows support and incorporate
objectives across the Preschool - Yea r 3 curricu lum.

Kooemba Jda rra
Kooemba Jdarra I ndigenous Performing Arts Company is Australia's
premier I ndigenous theatre company, making it a company of national
and international significance. Kooemba Jdarra presents professional,

contemporary Indigenous performances, focusing on the Queensland
community and audiences, and endeavours to represent their work
throughout Australia and inte rnationa l ly. The Company a i ms and
continues to devise new works and present the stories, histo ries
and struggles of I ndigenous people , and to facilitate the ongoing
presentation of existing works by Indigenous artists.

The following material is drawn from the Teacher Resou rces

that accompany a performance of Binni's Backyard . In isolation from
the show, this material cou ld be used i n conjunction with a work unit
about Cultural Understanding a s we ll as Awa reness ot Self and

S u g gested Topics
• I ndigenous Cultures
•
•
•
•
•

Australia's Traditions
Explori ng you r own Backyard
C hoices and Consequences
Life before Television and Advanced Technology
C hanges in the Environment and Cha nges in Lifestyles
Relationships

Ca ri n g for Anima l s and N atu re/Enviro n ment
Sugges ted Activities

Following a re ideas for integrating Key Leaming Areas into a theme
based on Binnl's Backyard .

M eet some I n d i genous members of you r
com m u n ity
We recommend that teachers make contact with I ndigenous members

of their local community and invite them to meet and talk to the children

about Aboriginal culture and its relationship to the land , a nimals and
plants . Perhaps the visitor could tell or read a n Aboriginal story

Environment.

Classroom context
About Bi n ni 's Backyard: The play is a child-ce ntred , h u morous
play that respe cts chi ldren's individuality in deve loping ways of

understanding their world . Binni, a five year old Murri (Aboriginal)
girl , goes on a jou rney: from fearing and being bored by the natura l

world to understanding and respecting the land , trees and animals
I n her own backyard . Aided by the animals -and warned by the Spirit
of her backyard to wa ke up to the world around her, Bi nni comes to
recognrse her spiritual connectron to the land . The performance is part
of a learni ng experience that celebrates children's place in the natu ra l
world while challenging their oehaviour and attitudes towards it. I t
e ncou rages them t o reflect on the importance o f acknowledging and
respecting Aboriginal and Torres Stra it I slander cultu re and spirituality
in the urban envifonment we all share .
Cultural U ndersta nding forms o n e o f the seven foundation
learning areas of the pre-school curriculum a nd is incorporated into
the Key Learning Area of Studies of Society a nd the Environment. and
Languages Other Than English in the 1 - 1 0 Cu rriculum . It is a learning
area that focuses on developing a growing awareness , respect for and

appreciation of one's cultu ra l identity and the culture of others.
Fou ndation Lea rn i ng Areas
Thinking
Communicating
Sense of Self and Others
Social Living and Learning
Cultural Understanding
U nderstand i ng Environments
Health and Physical Understanding
ADEM 2005

(traditional or contempora ry) to the class , or perform or sing a song .
For further I nformation p lease call Kooe mba Jda rra Indig enous
Performing Arts (phone 322 1 1 660) or ASSPA (Aborigina l Student
Support Pa rents Association, phone 3849 091 5)

I nt roduce a n u nderl ying theme: Sense of
P l ace
My Place is an Australlan picture book that takes an historical look
at one location i n a city environment. Going back 10 yea rs at a time ,
the house, ya rd and neighbourhood of this location is descri bed and

ma pped by a child for whom It is ' their place', from 1 988 to 1 788.

The detail of the maps a nd length of \he book might be
too much for preschoolers and year one. However, they will still be
fascinated by the feelings and stories of the child narrators, and the

changes over time , if you d i p i nto just a few selected sections.
Authors/Ill ustrator: Nadia Wheatley and Donna Rawlins
Title:
My Place
Collins Dove , Melbourne : 1 987
Sou rce :

Jeannie Baker's Window shows the changes in a backyard and the

Kile Theatre and Educalion for Reconcilia1ion - Jane Carpen/er and Kath Fisher. Queensland

world beyond from an upstairs wtndow in a house . A wordless picture

book, Wiridow provides an historical perspective on a family a nd its

changing backyard as well as the broader issues of urban development
and environmental destruction .

Author/Il l ustrator: Jeannie Baker
Window
Title :
Sou rce :

•
•

Ensure that the ch i l d ren a re fa milia r w ith crows, scrub tu rkeys,
bluetongue ltzards and frogs before they attend the performance .

Sug gested worksheet topics include: Backya rd Profiles , Backyard

Quiz, Backyard Bird Watch. Animal H unt and Backyard Poetry,

taHy the nu mbers of trees, plants or flowers in a section of the
backyard ,

Science:
• identify, classify and group different anima ls and plants you
•

interview your parents and grandparents about the types

•

the children before they attend the show.

•

Percy Trezise and D i ck Rough sey's
Qu i n k i n s eries fro m

•

Cape Yo rk

•

Peninsu la and Going For Oyste rs by Jeanie Adc1ms are picture

books that incl ude the presence of the su pernatu ra l within the
natural environ ment. Many drearntime stories include spirit figures,
The Bibliog raphy at the end ofH1ese notes has an extensive

Authors/Illustrator: Percy Trezise and Dick Roug hsey
The Quinkins
Title:

Source:
Auth o r/I l l ustrator:
Title:
Source:

Collfns ( Syd ney: 1 978
Jeanie Adams
Going For Oysters

Omnibus. Norwood SA: 1 99 1

Backyard Learning

Act v[ties that focus on children's own backyards
Arts :
• listen to -and create soundscapes that represent you r own
•

envi ro nment:
create freeze fra mes of images or objects found in

•

create a movement seq uence that responds to the different

backyards;

q ualities of crea tures and plants that live in backyards;
• print leaves and painUdraw/sketch backyards.
English :
• read stories a bout native a nimals , including their role in
I ndigenous literature and stories:

of pla nts. that grew in their backyard/loca l area when they were
you ng;

establfsh a garden lo attract native fauna;
describe the relationship between persona1 action and
environmenta l ly friend ly strategies in fami liar places;
investigate the role of the env1ronment i n Indigenous
cullu re.s;

cooperatively plan and care for a fam iliar place by identifying

the needs of that place ;
describe how the present use of your backyard may change
over time to meet your chang1 ng needs and i nte rests.

Technology:

desig n and construct a model of your "ideal" backyard using

list of Indigenous Austra l ian children's books. An inspiring range of

Jitles is also ava i lable from: Aborig inal Creations, Elizabeth Street,
Brisbane

observe in your backyard and a rra nge the information i nto a
particu lar gra ph form;
discuss the needs of living things.

Studies of Society and Env ironment:

Read o r l i sten to some Abo ri g i n a l Sto ries

Bin n i's Backya rd i ncl udes a 'sp irit' character who watches over
Binn i's backyard . We recommend that you introd uce this concept to

plan backyard visits and write invitations.

Mathematics:
• cou n t and record how many birds and animals visit your yard
over a set period of ti me;

Julia MacRae , London: 1 99 1

I ntro d uce t h e A n i m a l s i n B i n n i 's
,B ac kya rd

wrrte poerns about an1mals and plants;

ava11able mate ria ls and resources .

Health a n d Phys i cal Ed u cation :
• identify the types of foods that are nutritionally appropriate for
•
•

hum ans and compare with foods that diffe rent animals eat:

identify the kinds of physical activities that can be experienced

in ch ild ren's backyards, e.g. climbi ng, exploring and digging :
fol low Indigenous walking paths ( Ml. Coot-Iha , Boondall
Wetlands and other local areas).

Children's Books

Amy 's Place by Marianne Stafford (Melbourne: Puffin , 1 980)
Backyard Bush and Beyond by Prudence Grieve and Jennifer Green

( Melbourne: Hyland House , 1 988)
The Backyard by Eleanor Slodart (Sydney: Wetdon, 1 990)
Australian Junior Field Guides

The Backyard Time Detectives b y D a vi, d S u z u k i and E u genie

Fernandes (Toronto: Stoddart, 1 995)

The Back-yard War by Nichol-as Fisk and Valeria Petrone (London:
Pan Macm illan, 1 99 1 )
Orac and the Gremlins b y Allan Baillie and Jane Tanner ( Melbourne:

Vi king Kestrel , 1 988)

Harvey Jackson 's Cubby by Ma rgaret Wild and Keith McEwan
(Australian P1ctu remac)

Kite Tl)eatre and Education for Reconciliation - Jane Carpenter and Kalh Fisher. Queensland

Nobody's Granny by Tess Brady and Kay Stewart (Gosford: Ashton

A highly recommended book of beautifully illustrated stories of

Stories From Our Street by Richard Tulloch and Julie Vivas (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1989)

left their Aboriginal identity intact. His paintings are a combination of
European and Aboriginal grapnic styles, and are scattered throughout
the book.

Scholastic, 1989)
Slam Dunk Tim by Rick Searle and Bronwyn Searle (Sydney: Red
Fox, 1998)

•

the Guugu Yimidhfrr people of Nth Queensland. Tulo Gordon, and
Aboriginal elder, has retold the stories in a beautifully flowing style and

Aboriginal Children Speak 1 & 2. Education Department of South
Australia (1986, 1989)

Children's writings and drawings appear under the headings 'About
Pride', 'About Ourselves and Others' and 'About the Dreaming and
the Environment'.
Going For Oysters by Jeanie Adams (1991, 1993)

Pigs and Honey by Jeanie Adams ( 1989)
Contemporary stories from Aurukun:
Stradbroke Dreamtime - Recent and traditional stories from Stradbroke
Island by Oodgeroo, illustrated by Bronwyn Bancroft (Sydney: Angus
and Robertson, 1993)

Children's Stories

The Aborigines by H. Groome (1982)
An excellent introduction to Aboriginal history and culture written for 8
- 12 year old readers. Well - illustrated, and with a good coverage of
Aboriginal law and consequence of the European invasion.

The Bawoo Stories - Traditional stories from Western Australia
• Barn-Barn Baria/a, The Bush Trickster by May O'Brien & Sue
Wyatt (1992)
• How Crows Became Black by May O'Brien & Angela Leaney
(1992)
• The Kangaroos Who Wanted To Be People by May O'Brien &
Angela leaney (1992)
• The Legend Of The Seven Sisters by May O'Brien & Sue Wyatt
(1990)
• Why The Emu Can't Fly by May O'Brien & Sue Wyatt (1992)
• Wunambi the Waler Snake by May O'Brien & Sue Wyatt
(1991)

Australian Aborigines Series by A. Barlow & M. Hill ( 1987)

Magic Bean Series • Contemporary stories
• The Cockatoo by Betty Zed & Carol McLean - Carr (1987)
• Wild Rose by A. Graham & B. Papageorgiou (1988)
Bush Food Poster Kil by Western Australia Aboriginal Education

A series of 8 books aimed at giving an overview of Aboriginal
Australians today.

Resources Unit (1991)
Set of 20 glossy, sturdy posters with teachers' notes.

Titles are:
1. Families

Poetry for young children with photographs.
Bip The Snapping Bungaroo by Narelle McRobbie & Grace Fielding

2. Children Today
3. Meeting Today

4. Ventures
5. Heroes of the Aboriginal Struggle

6. The craft of the Stone: Aboriginal Technology
7. The Land and the Dreaming: Aboriginal Religions
8. Artists, performers & writers;

9. plus Activity Master available for use with books. In full colour
format, designed and written for primary/lower secondary.
Mi/bi: Aboriginal Tales from Queensland Endeavour River by l Gordon
(1979)

Child's Dreaming by Kevin Gilbert & Eleanor Williams (1992)

(1990)
From the Yidin people of far North Queensland

Tucker's Mob by Christobel Mattingley & Jeanie Adams ( 1992)
A contemporary story from Barunga near Katherine
The Story Of Crow by Pat Torres & Magdalene Williams (1987)

A bilingual book from the Nyul Nyul people of Western Australia

Percy Trezise and Dick Roughsey's Quinkin series from Cape York
Peninsula, including:
The Quinkins (Sydney: Collins, 1978), Quinkin Mountain (Sydney:

Angus & Robertson, 1995) and The Giant Devil Dingo (Sydney:
Collins, 1973)

�& Th&alre and Education for Reconciliation - Jene Carpen/er and Kath Fisher, Queensland

0abu by Ann ie Gela

Bush Tucker by Coen Kindy

Caden Wallaa A story from Hopeva/e Book & Cassette Kits

National Aboriginal Studies and Torres Strait /stander Studies Project.

Resou rce G uide for Aborig inal Stud ies and Torres Strait I slande r

Studie s . Cu rriculum Corporation . 1 995

Broome Song Writers by J. Ch i , M . Ma nd is & R. Harper ( 1 985)

National Directory of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Organisations.

and an interesting text m a ke it attractive for middle-prim a ry children.

Ourselves and Others: A boriginal Studies. Education Department:

A reader based on the world of children at the top of WA. Colour photos
Recommended both as reader and an Aboriginal studies text.

June 1 992

South Australia , 1 988

Kalyu s Wairing by Maureen Watson ( 1 984)

Roth, WW North Queensland Ethnology Bulletin: 4 March 1 902

Recommended lower primary level .

Richmond River, SI Lucia: U niversity of Queensland P, 1 984

A positive , current look at urba n Aborigi n a l ch i ldren and their fam ilies .
Turkey & the Emu by Labamu & Goobalathald ln ( D . Roughsey)

Steele, J ,G. Aboriginal Pathways in Southeastern Queensland and the

A traditional moral tale about how lies -and tricks cast the emu her

wfngs a nd the tu rkey a large brood . The tape has songs o n side 2,

with the story told on slde 1 .

The Milky Way by Narri tjin Maym ura

How the river of stars which Europeans call the Milky Way came into

existence. Songs on side 2 of the ta pe.
Outback Holiday by Ted Egan

A short sto(y of two city ch1 1d ren who fly to Alice Springs, then travel
north with Aboriginal friends. Songs on side 2.

From Dreamfime to Spaceships by Maureen Wa tson ( 1 984)

Biography . Jane Carpenter

Jane is currently Kile Theatre's Pu�licfly and Pto)ects Officer.
Her work expenence ranges broadly across leaching,
adminis1raiioA and the periorming arts. She is involved laitiallng
programs designed to forge links between Early Childhood
education through to the terhary secto� She also conducts
drama in-service workshops wfih primary school teachers and
1s involved In planning .strategies to fammanse leachers wilh the
new an.s cumcu(um.

5 contemporary Aboriginal short stories laid by Mu rri Sto ryteller,
Maureen Watson ,

52 minutes cassette

Teachers ' Reference

Aboriginal Studies R - 1 2: Aboriginal people and /heir communities
today. Ed ucation Depa rtment of South Austra lia. 1 988 - 1 992

Aboriginal Studies R • 1 2: Home. Educa t,io n Department of South

Australia . 1 988 - 1 992

Abor(ginal Studies R - 1 2: Winda: a Nurrunga Dreaming Story.
Education Department of South Austra l i a. 1 988 - 1 992

Aboriginal and Islander Education Kit. Queensland Teachers' Union .
1 988

Sostock, Lester. The Greater Perspective: Guidelines for the Production
of Tele vision and Film about Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders.
Can berra ; Ca nberra Publishing Co. 1 982

Bowden Ros . a nd Bil 1 Bunb u ry. "The Spirit of Musgrave Park, " Being

Aboriginal: Comments, Observations and Stories. 1 990
The Courier Mail . Th ursday December 9 , 1 993

Encyclopedia Of Aboriginal A ustralia - 2 volumes (or CO R O M)

Australian Institute of Aboriglnal and Torres Strait Islander Studies
Fisher, Rod. Bnsbane; Aboriginal Presence. St Luci a : UQP. 1 990

'Guidelines for in volving community resource people, " Te-aching

for Mu ltrcult u ral Austra l i a . Queensland M ulticu ltu ral Co-ord inating

Committee , Depa rtrnent of Education Queensl a nd. 1 987

Guide lo Resources for Teachfng of Studies about Aborigines and
Islanders. Jan 1 982

H ill, M a rjj and Barlow, Alex Black A ustralia 2: Annotated Bibliography

and teachers guide to resources on Aboriginal and Torres Strai/
Islanders. Austra l ian Institute of Aborig inal Studies. 1 985

Biography • Kath Fisher
Kath is an Abonginal artist originally from Cherbourg and is a
Board Member of Kooemba Jdarra lndige110us Pertormlng Arts,
She toured with "Binn i's Backyard' in 2004 as Stage Mana_g er and
community liaison person through Torres Slra1I, Cllpe York. Gulf
and C�irns areas, Victoria and Wes\ern Aus\ralia.

Lost, Stolen or Strayed: The Plight of Children in
Australia's History

T

Joan Cassidy, Queensland

his drama/media unit about lost, stolen and strayed children

began with a pretext : an article by Robert Holden, Lost, Stolen
1

or Strayed: From the Australian Babes in the Wood to Azaria

Chamberlain. I read the article in 1998 and was intrigued by the link of

folklore and myth associated with stories about lost, stolen or strayed
children. In the conclusion to his article Holden (1981) says,

"From the nineteenth century theme of '·lost in the bush' to Picnic at
Hanging Rock toAzaria Chamberlain atAyers Rock there is an ongoing
line of folklore and myth. The only danger in this intermingling of fact
and fiction is that we may forget the essential human element behind
the folkloric outline. (p. 69)
The article explored several stories of children lost in the Australian

bush so I tucked it away for future use. In 2002, the Queensland Arts

Council advertised their school's tour of Children of the Black Skirt by

Angela Betzien. Serendipity' I retrieved the article and the connections
began. The issues in the play
• Transportation in early colonial Australia
• The lost child in Australian history
•
•
•

•
•
•

The plight of the orphans in Australia

Abandonment

Poverty and the effect on children
The stolen generation
Children being used as servants
Child migration
[QAC Teacher's Notes (2003)]

resonated with Holden's article and so I began to plan a process

drama for my year 10 Drama class. My research uncovered a mosaic
of texts: news reports, journal articles, fiction and non-fiction books,

films, songs and poetry such as:
• Evil Angels (film)
• News reports on the Chamberlain case
• After the Dreaming J. Isaacs (non-ficton)
• A Sort of Place Like Home S Maushart (non-fiction)
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The Long Walk Home M. Hume (article)
Rabbit Proof Fence P. Noyce (film and script)
They Took the Children Away Archie Roach (sound recording)
What has Happened to Lulu? Charles Causley (poem)
Dot and the Kangaroo E. Pedley (children's fiction)
The Babes in the Bush R. Richardson (illustration)

Lost in the Bush A Patchett Martin (short story)
The Blue Bird Cafe C. Bird (fiction)
The Quinkans P. Trieze & D. Roughsey (children's fiction)
Unless C. Shields (fiction)
Picnic at Hanging Rock J. Lindsay (fiction)

1 The Pre-text must be chosen, not just for the kind of story, theme or issue it
contains, but also for specific characteristics: its responsiveness to imaginative
transformation; the tensions, changes or contrasts it suggests; the questions
it raises about identity, society, power and possibility and its power to launch
the dramatic world with economy and clarity, propose action, and imply
transformation. (O'Neill p 136)
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•
•

Picnic at Hanging Rock P. Weir (film)

One Night the Moon R. Perkins (film)

Further investigation uncovered artwork: paintings and etchings, adding

colour to the mosaic:
• Lost F. Mc Cubbin (1886)
• Lost F. Mc Cubbin (1907)
•

•
•

•
•

Picknicking in New South Wales: Lost and Found W. Mcleod
(1874)
Found! Mr. Duncun, Roderick, Bella & David W. Strutt (1876)
Lost in the Bush N. Chevalier (1864)

Lost in the Bush J. Johnstone (1891)
The Australian Babes in the Wood (1866)

Each text was in itself a suitable pretext for a rich drama. I was

particularly moved by the story of seven year old Jane Duff who in
1864 was lost in the Victorian bush with her two bothers Isaac (9)

and Frank (3). Her courageous, motherly and selfiess act of leading

them to safety has entered the folklore of our 'lost children' and is
celebrated in prose

The greatest bodily strain had fallen upon her. every night she had
deprived herself of her ownjacket to spread it over her little brother, and
had thus suffered so much from the cold that it had kept her from sleeping.
Upon her too had fallen the task to soothe, quicken and encourage her
two brothers, when her own brave little spirit was like to sink, within her.
(Richardson 1881)

and poetry:
Come let us sing of this fair child heroic,
And let her name in Austral history glow 1
Aye. be a household word in every dwelling
And to a thousand generations go.
And men shall tell the tale unto their children.
And bid them emulate her saint like fame:
Nor shall her memory ever be forgotten,
But all shall know and bless her honored name.

W. Stitt Jenkins (1864)

Given the plethora of texts on the Duff children I decided to devote a

number of lessons to the students exploring the texts using a mosaic
of drama strategies (see Appendix 1) such as:
Freeze frame

Storyboard/photo narrative

Current affairs interviews

Overheard conversations
Diary

Thought tracking
Flashback

Montage

Neelands (1991)

LiJst, Stolen or Strayed - Joan Cassidy, Queensland

The strategies were intended for them to find their way into the

theme and to be used as dramatic conventions for devising their

own stories.

This colourful mosaic of stimulus material was ready to be arranged
in a unit of work. As in all artistic endeavours the constraints of the

context or medium are essential in shaping the work. In my educational

context the constraints of the curriculum became another element of the

mosaic. The following constraints and Education Queensland priorities
were essential considerations in shaping the unit:
• Timetable constraints
• Connecting to the QAC production
• Vertical timetable
• Outcomes based education
• Cross strand, cross KLA links
• The Arts Years 1 to 10 Syllabus
• Assessment & Reporting Framework
• Productive Pedagogies
• Literate Futures

The most influential constaint which emerged was the timetable. When
the subject selections for 2003 were published the year 10 Media class
was too small to go ahead. I decided to solve the problem by combining
rt with the year 10 Drama class and so the first cross Arts strand subject

was born. Lost, Stolen or Strayed became a Drama/Media unit which

also addressed outcomes in SOSE and English.

children in either a contemporary or an historical context. The I� below
outlines their responses:

Student Responses 2003
Crisis

Resolution

1. Children abused by alcoholic 1. Children taken into foster
parents
care

2. Child kidnapped in the bush 2. Found by police and returned
to mother
3. Aboriginal child last survivor 3. Child shot while escaping
of genocide

4. Child kidnapped by terrorists 4. Army ambush rescues child
5. Orphaned child abused by 5. Rescued by a good witch
Aunt & Uncle
In 2004 I had the opportunity to teach the Drama/Media unit again.

As the students didn't have access to Children of the Black Skirt as

a pretext, I chose the film Rabbit Proof Fence. The huge range of
teaching resources which accompany this film, and the opportunity to
respond to both drama and filmic elements, codes and conventions

made it an excellent choice. The film was immensely popular with the

students and they wanted to watch it again and again. The responses

While the integration created complexities it also provided learning

of this cohort are detailed below:-

informed each other and were sequenced in tandem:

Student responses 2004

experiences and assessment opportunities in both strands which

Assessment tasks
Drama

Media

• Synopsis, character profiles

• Outline, treatment, storyboard

• Play script

• Film script

• Rehearsal

• Post-production

• Review

• Promotion for play

• Play production

• Review

• Promotion for short film
• Short Film

When writing screen plays and play scripts students could compare

the conventions of each. In the play Children of the Black Skirt there

were filmic techniques used, such as, a musical score which the media

students could evaluate in their review. Assessment tasks were written

separately for each strand and students enrolled in Media or Drama

could select. Most of the drama students elected to act in short films

but they also became the filmmakers themselves. One group chose a

multi-media approach using dramatic monologue and filmed flashbacks
in their production.

In each strand the intermediate and final assessment tasks culminated

in a live or filmed production. Students chose to tell their stories of 'lost'

Crisis

Resolution

1. Wayward girl is arrested for
stealing friend's necklace

1. The necklace is found in
the owner's bedroom

2. Stray girl becomes
prostitute, pregnant &
homeless

2. Her daughter is a victim of
the cycle of neglect

3. Teenage boy turns to drug

3. Father seeks revenge on

4. Girl is bullied and seeks
revenge

4. Girl kills close friend by
mistake

6. Girl is kidnapped while
visiting grandmother's
grave

6. Girls uses her wits to
escape from the kidnappers

abuse after loss of mother

5. Girl is kidnapped while
searching for missing dog

7. Leaving school and
alternate futures for two
young women

drug lords, killing one of
them

5. The dog leads a friend
to the kidnapper's hiding
place

7. One girl has a successful
career while another falls
pregnant and regrets her
mistakes

This summary conveys the range of contemporary transformations.

both literal and metaphorical, this cohort devised in response to the
concept of 'lost' children. In promoting her film one student w;0te

Lost. Stolen or Strayed - Joan Cassidy. Queensland

though Tom and I have not yet permitted ourselves wild rejoicing. We
watch her closely, and pretend not to. She may do science next fall at
McGill, or else linguistics. She is still considering this. Right now she
is sleeping. T hey are all sleeping, even Pet. sprawled on the kitchen
floor. warm in his beautiful coat of fur. It is after midnight. late in the
month of March (p.213)

It shows the violent pattern of wrong decision making when a child
does not have a parent/role model to teach them the correct way and
the safe way of life.

When preparing to present this unit at IDEA 2004 in Ottawa, Canada
I found the following extract which concludes Carol Shield's (2002)

novel, Unless, "a harrowing but ultimately consoling story" (cover) of

how one Canadian family copes when the eldest daughter becomes
a child of the street.

A rich pretext indeed for senior students to explore the psychological

territory of the lost adolescent and to add to the mosaic of resources

which deal with this universal theme.

Day by day Norah is recovering at home. awakening atom by atom,
and shyly planning her way on a conjectural map. It is bliss to see.

DRAMA

Unit focus/title: Lost Stolen or Strayed
L 5/6
Core
content

.
.

Elements

tension
contrast

.

Conventions

.
.
.

develop roles
using
status
stream of
consciousness
convey roles
from different
points of view
dramatic
monologue

.
.
.
.
.
.

Forms and styles

student
devised scripts
process drama
realism
non-realism
documentary
drama
forum theatre
written:
scenarios;
program notes
short
scenes in
correct
layout, play
review

.

Performance skills

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
Year
9/10

DR 5.1 Students structure dramatic

action, both individually and

in groups, using elements and

conventions appropriate to the

selected dramatic form, style and

purpose.
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characterisationpurpose and
motivation
movementblocking
stage action
script
interpretationwho, what when,
where, why
voice- adapting for
different
characters
and performance
locations
characterisationderived from script
interpretation
movement- in
character
script
interpretation-plot
analysis; style,
sub-text, given
circumstances,
context, character
motivation
voice- modulation,
articulation and
breathing

DR 5.2 Students present selected roles using

performance skills appropriate to the selected

dramatic form, style and purpose.

.
.

Audience

formal &
informalspecific
target
audience

.
.
.
.

Purpose

education
promotion
challenge
empowerment

DR 5.3 Students identify and

evaluate the application of dramatic
elements and conventions used in
their own work and that of others,

communicating an awareness of the

selected form, style and purpose.

!..ost, Stolen or Strayed • Joan Cassidy. Queensland

MEDIA
DR 6.1 FORMING: Students devise

DR 6.2 PRESENTING: Students present a

DR 6.3 RESPONDING: Students evaluate the

performance skills appropriate to the selected

action and performance, identifying the

and refine scenarios and scripts,

rehearsed, polished performance applying

ensemble, using elements and

form, style and performance space.

both individually and as part of an
conventions appropriate to selected

forms, styles and processes used in dramatic

influence of purpose and context.

forms, styles and purposes.

Know

Elements of
drama:-

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Levels 1,2,3 4+
tension
contrast

Conventions of:-

.
.

Realism
Stream of
consciousness
Monologue
Improvisation,
hot
·seat
Script writing
Narrative
structure

.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Do

Participate in
process drama;
improvisation,
hot seat to
explore context
Contribute ideas
to devise and
structure drama
Collaborate
with others
to structure
dram3tic action
Explore
character
through status,
attitude,
motivation
Present written
scenarios &
scripts using
correct layout
& conventions
related to
selected style
Rework & refine
scripts
Accept advice &
feedback from
others
Experiment
with multiple
possibilities for
exploration of
issues, ideas or
stories

.
.
.

.
.

Know

Principles of
screen acting
Techniques
for
developing
character for
stage and
screen
Movement
techniques
and blocking
for stage and
screen
Vocal
techniques
for stage and
screen
Principles
of directing
for stage &
screen acting

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.

Do

Use elements of
drama to create
character
Sustain role
throughout
performance
Use contrast to
interpret text
Rehearse
independently
to polish for
presentation
Cooperate in
ensemble work
in rehearsal &
performance
Memorise lines,
cues, blocking &
stage action
Use & control
movement
& gesture to
convey role,
situation &
subtext
Use & control
vocal techniques
suited to the
character, text
& performance
space

.
.
.
.

Know

Elements
of drama &
conventions
relating to nonrealist style
Conventions of
written review
Conventions
of promotional
texts
Cultural
context of live
performance

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

Do

Identify elements
& conventions
of non-realist
style in live
performance
Identify the
purpose of the
performance
& influence on
selection of
dramatic focus,
sequence, form &
style
Accurately
apply drama
terminology
in discussing,
writing play
review
Refer to specific
examples from
the performance
text
Make judgements
about application
of elements &
conventions in
live performance
Make judgements
about application
of elements &
conventions in
own work
Identify & select
features of
promotional
texts suited to
performance

Lost. Stolen or Strayed - Joan Cassidy. Queensland

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

Languages
juxtaposition
technical codes
synchronised
sound

.
.

.
.

Technologies
apply vision
mixing
promote
record moving
images

anchorage

montage
symbolic codes
subtitles

adopt production
roles
consider continuity

ME 5.1 CONSTRUCTING MEDIA: Students

Representations
concepts
cultural beliefs
ideas
alternative
representations

.
.

Audience
cross-media
promotion
niche
audience

.

Institutions
• education
• promotion
• commercial
appeal
cultural and historical

audience as
active

infiuence on

production and reception
of text ethics

producers

of meaning
censorship
ME 5.2 PRODUCING MEANINGS: Students emulate

construct and reconstruct meaning through the

industry practices to promote, deliver and exhibit

application of languages and technologies in

media texts in a range of contexts.

the design and production of media texts.

ME 5.3a RESPONDING

TO MEANINGS: Students
research and analyse various
media representations within
their cultural and historical
contexts

ME 6.1 CONSTRUCTING MEDIA: Students

apply an understanding of media languages

and technologies to design and create media

texts in a range of production contexts

ME 6.2 PRODUCING MEANINGS: Students apply

industry strategies to promote a specific media text to
various audiences

ME 6.3a RESPONDING

TO MEANINGS: Students
evaluate how contextual

influences can contribute to
personal interpretations of
media.

.

Know

Language

of film: shot
types, framing,
transitions,

.
.
.
.
.

juxtaposition,
synchronised
sound, credits,
subtitles
Principles of

using VHS
camera
Principles
of using
Casablanca
editing suite
Narrative

conventions
Conventions of
screenwriting
Group
processes
Pre & post
production
processes

.
.

Do
Create
storyboards
Collaborate
with group

members to
devise outline,
treatment,

.

camera script,
screenplay

Accept

production
and post
production

.

roles to shoot
and edit
footage for a

ADEM-2005

.
.
.
.
.

Know
Cultural/
historical
context

Target audience
Censorship
classifications
Features of
promotional

texts
Ethics of live

interviews
Organisational
procedures for
showcase event

.
.
.
.

short film
Lay a
soundtrack to

.

.

action and
titles
Design and

.

.

Re-edit scenes

accompany

apply titles to
film
to develop
tension
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.

Do
Reading &
viewing a range
of media texts in

chosen context

Selecting target
audience for
short film/play
Selecting
appropriate

content for target
audience
Interviewing
members of

.
.
.
.

production team

.

work, editing

.

on process of
directing, camera
Producing
promotional
material for short
film/play

Organising film/

play showcase
to exhibit student
productions

Know
Genre of

.

beliefs/values

.

news report
Cultural
related to

context
Narrative

conventions
Editing

techniques

used to
create
tension
Conventions
of play/film
review

Languages &

technologies
of short film

.
.
.

Do
Writing report

in response to
headline
Analyse & evaluate
cultural beliefs &

values & narrative
conventions in
feature films/ news
reports
Identify use of

tension in structure

& editing techniques
in screenplays/
feature films
Identify languages

& technologies used

in live production
Evaluate a live

production &
present a review for

.

an arts journal
Survey friends &

.

of productions at
showcase event
Evaluate processes
& production of

family for evaluation

short film
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Assessment techniques and instruments
•
•
•
•

Focussed analysis: writing and
publishing a script
Focussed analysis: group script
Teacher observation: 2 x group
rehearsals for video production

•
•
•

Final videoed production

Teacher observation: 2 x group rehearsals
of devised script (video)
Focussed analysis: 1 x group performances
of devised script (video)
Teacher observation: promotion of short
film/play

•

Acting for stage and screen- comparing
technique The Lighter
Practising principles for screen acting
Think don't act!
Memorise lines, cues, blocking and
movement
Participate in workshops to develop
voice projection, clarity and expressive
qualities & an awareness of the voice
as an instrument & the need for vocal
health
Control projection, pace & emphasis to
communicate meaning to an audience
Physicalise text and character
Focus on communication of character
& intent in movement workshops
Memorise lines, cues, blocking &
movement so they are managed
smoothly within a polished
performance
Use space, levels & proximity to
convey status & relationships with
others
Sustain the stylistic requirements of the
selected form or style for the duration
of the drama
Rehearse independently in order to
polish for presentation
Take on directorial roles
Interface with others in ensemble
performances
Promote drama/video production
selecting from: brochures, posters,
press releases, print ads, video
sleeves, trailers, interviews, programs,
videoed interviews

•

•
•

Self and peer assessment of script devising
process
Focussed analysis: review of Children of the
Black Skirt
Consultation: group interview to evaluate
stage performance/short film

Drama/Media Activities
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

Getting to Know You games- Name
games; Colours/ groups: All Those
Who
Anecdotes- Lost, Running away
from home
Missing Children Role Play
Formation of Parents of Missing
Children group; Name tags with
photo of child; sharing stories with
other parents: Interview- last people
to be with child before they went
missing: News Report/caption
Improvisation- before & after child
went missing; photograph; sequence
Poem- What Has Happened to
Lulu - hot seat (police investigation)
mother, father, younger sibling,
teacher, Lulu
Storyboard- how to draw; 6 shots of
Missing Child sequence
Filming interviews & re-enactments
of Missing Children- in camera
editing
Responding to etchings. paintings,
poems, newsreport, poem through
a range of dramatic conventions:
freeze frame, diary, interview,
overheard conversations, diary, map
making, thought tracking, flashback,
montage
Azaria Chamberlain headlines
interview for story
Sequencing activity- plot summary
Stolen Generation process drama
Anticipation -Reaction guide; freeze
frame- focus, distance, levels:
picture/ story/song stimulus- role
cards; orphanage role play
Apply narrative conventions to
Stolen Generation stories; create
scenarios
Group processes, group roles for
script/screenwriting

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Watch The Text Files -camerawork: shot
types
News report annotated text; scaffold- 5Ws
- write predicted story to suit headline
Evaluate filming techniques in student
rushes
Watch Evil Angels - complete 3 level
guide to analyse & evaluate media
representations of women, religious
beliefs, landscape, dingoes
Examine short cut review as a model for
construction of text
Identify narrative conventions & plot
structure in Evil Angels
Compare filmic/dramatic conventions in
Evil Angels
Examine editing techniques to create
dramatic tension
Plot scenarios showing rising action on
tension graph
Read The Long Walk Home complete 3
level guide
View Rabbit Proof Fence - deconstruct
rising action, tension, camera techniques,
soundtrack, lighting, representations
(ATOM study guide)
Deconstruct annotated play review
Deconstruct model play reviews: generic
structure; identification & analysis of
elements & conventions; evaluation;
language, reference to text
Compare theatre reviews in preparation
for viewing and reviewing Children of the
Black Skirt:
Allocate students to identify elements &
conventions and complete data retrieval
chart for Children of the Black Skirt,
View Children of the Black Skirt
Collate data.
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Drama/Media Activities
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Brainstorm ideas for film/play
Writing synopsis/ outline/ treatment;
storyboard; scenes; character
profiles
Annotated script/screenplay
narrative conventions, tension,
format
Group writing of dialogue; group
script writing
Adopt production roles & work
collaboratively to shoot and edit a
short film in context of "Lost, Stolen
or Strayed Children"
Directing and camerawork for the
screen- close-up; 2 shot; master
shot; breaking up the master;
continuity, mise en scene, montage
using VHS cameras
Engage in post production tasks:
footage log, edit decision list, editing
using Casablanca

•

Exhibit short films and perform polished
play at Drama/Media showcase for
parents and peers

Resources:

Betzien, (2003) Children of the Black Skirt np

QAC Teacher's Notes (2003) Children of the Black

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Write, conference, edit review
View and deconstruct interview techniques
used in TV arts shows, behind the scenes
segments of DVD's
Discuss the ethics of media interviews
Deconstruct features of promotion genres:
text, design, visuals, layout, music/sound
Survey audience reaction to short film/play
showcase
Evaluate form, processes, style in play
production making links with elements &
conventions & supporting judgements with
specific reference to the performance
Evaluate the short film/trailer outlining
production processes attributes,
limitations, audience appeal.

Noyce, P (2002) Rabbit Proof Fence Video

production

Skirt

Atom Study Guide Rabbit Proof Fence

Digest August

A Framework for Process Drama,

Bernard, I. (1998) Film and

Television Acting Focal Press MA

Marsh, J. (1999) Film Making

O'Neill C (1995) Drama Worlds:

Hodder, London

Robert Holden (1981) "Lost, Stolen or Strayed:

Heinemann, Portsmouth NH

Brotchie, A "Story and Storytelling"

Chamberlain" in Voices (Canberra, ACT) Quarterly

with twenty illustrations by Fran P. Mahony

Evil Angels Video production date

Archie Roach They took the children away

Hume, M. (2002) "The Long Walk Home" Reader's

from the Australian Babes in the Wood to Azaria

Journal of the National Library of Australia. pp58-70
Isaacs, J. (1986) After The Dreaming Landsdown

Pedley, Edith,(1899) Dot and the Kangaroo

in Australian Screen Education

London: Tomas Burleigh

Corday, H "The essential guide

Sound recording

Australian Screen Education

Press, Sydney

Shields C. (2002) Unless Fourth Estate

Mahony F. 'The Kangaroo finds Dot' in Pedley E

Performance Rigby Heinemann

Mack, T (2002) "Parallel Journeys" in Lowdown April

Tourelle, L & McNamara, M. (1998)

(Dot and the Kangaroo Artwork)

Yaxley, R. et al (2002) No Big Drama John

Remembering the Moore River Native Settlement,

Queensland School Curriculum Council

Sally Morgan (1987) My Place Freemantle Arts

State of Queensland

Maushart, S. (1993) A Sort of Place Like Home,
Freemantle Arts Centre Press

Film Activators

Issue 30

to teaching screenwriting" in
Issue 30

Wiley & Sons QLD

(2002) Years 1 to 10 The Arts Syllabus T he

Centre Press

Mc Cubbin (1886) Lost (Artwork)

Neelands, J. (1991) Structuring Drama Work

Cambridge University Press
Cross - KLA links

English: Writing a script; Writing reviews, news reports; Viewing films/video texts; Constructing promotional material

SOSE: Australian history: treatment of children in Australian history. Stolen generation

Write in outcomes
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DRAMA/MEDIA 501
Assessment Outline

Module: - "Lost, Stolen or Strayed"

Name: _________ CG:

Teacher: Ms. J Cassidy

Outcome

Assessment task

DR5.1

Devising a script

DR6.1

Published script

DR5.3
DR5.2
DR5.2
DR 6.3
DR6.2
DR6.2

Review of

Children of the
Black Skirt

Rehearsing script
Presenting script
Evaluation of

Performance
Rehearsing script
for Video
Presenting script
for Video

Semester 1 2003

Technique

Self and peer

assessment
Focussed analysis

Length

Week due

200 words

6

5 mins

(Written)

Focussed analysis

400 words

(Written

(Practical)
Consultation

1-2 mins per
student

(Group Interview)
Teacher

observation
Focussed analysis
(Practical)

1-2 mins per
student

Result

07/03

6

07/03

9

27/03

12

Teacher

observation
Focussed analysis

Date due

15/04

13

02105

14

09/05

17

30/05

20

20/06

CORE LEARNING OUTCOMES: In this module students will be assessed on the
following outcomes:

LEVELS

R5.'I FORIVIING Students structure dramatic action, both

• ividually and in groups, using elements and conventions

ropriate to the selected dramatic form, style and purpose.

DR5.2 PRESENTING Students present selected roles using

performance skills appropriate to the selected dramatic form,

style and purpose
5.3 RESPONDING Students identify and evaluate the

lication of dramatic elements and conventions used in their
work and that of others, communicating an awareness of

LEVEL6

DR6.1 FORMING: Students devise and refine scenarios and scripts,
both individually and as part of an ensemble, using elements and

conventions appropriate to selected forms, styles and purposes.
DR6.2 PRESENTING: Students present a rehearsed, polished

performance applying performance skills appropriate to the selected
form, style and performance space.

DR6.3 RESPOf\lDING: Students evaluate the forms, styles and

processes used in dramatic action and performance, identifying the

influence of purpose and context.
selected form, style and purpose.
Sludents will receive a grade of VHA, HA,SA, LA, VLA for the shaded tasks

Outcome levels will be recorded for the unshaded tasks. 'I,= Achieved; 0 = Not achieved; S = Still developing

AGREEMENT: I have read the assessment outline, discussed it with my parents and/or caregivers and undertake to complete all tasks

the due date.

tudent's signature:
________
_

Date: _______

Parent's/guardian's signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ Date:_ _ _ _ _ _
_
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DRAMA/MEDIA 501
Assessment Outline

Module: - "Lost, Stolen or Strayed"
Teacher: Ms. J Cassidy

Outcome

Outline, treatment, storyboard

ME 5/ 6.1

Published film script

ME 5/6.3

Review of Rabbit Proof Fence

ME 5/6.2

Promotion for Short Film

ME 5/6.1

ME 5/6.1
ME 5/6.3

Name:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CG:

Technique

Assessment task

ME 5/ 6.1

Shot list, footage log, edit

decision list

Finished short film
Evaluation of short film

Semester 1 2004

Self and peer assessment
Teacher observation
(Written)

Focussed analysis

(Written

Length

Week due

300 words &
6 frames

400 words

Multi-media

Consultation

(Group Interview))

ME 5/6.3

Filming & Editing short plays

Teacher observation

ME 5/6.2

Finished film of play

Self and peer assessment

11

05/04

16

Teacher observation
(Practical)

17/03

16

1min

17/05
21/05

17

28/05

18

04/06

19

11/06

21

21/06

3 mins

5mins

Result

01/03

8

3 mins

Focussed analysis

Focussed analysis

6

Date due

CORE LEARNING OUTCOMES: In this module students will be assessed on the
following outcomes:
LEVEL 5

ME 5.1 Students construct and reconstruct meaning through

LEVEL 6

ME 6.1 Students apply an understanding of media languages and

the application of languages and technologies in the design and

technologies to design and create media texts in a range of production

ME 5.2 Students emulate industry practices to promote, deliver

ME 6.2 Students apply industry strategies to promote a specific media

production of media texts.

contexts

and exhibit media texts in a range of contexts.

text to various audiences .

ME 5.3 Students research and analyse various media

ME 6.3 Students evaluate how contextual infiuences can contribute to

representations within their cultural and historical contexts

personal interpretations of media

Students will receive a grade of VHA, HA,SA, LA, VLA for the shaded tasks

Outcome levels will be recorded for the unshaded tasks. ,/=Achieved; 0= Not achieved; S= Still developing

AGREEMENT: I have read the assessment outline, discussed it with my parents and/or caregivers and undertake to complete all tasks by

the due date.

Student's signature: _____

__ _
_

Date:_ _ _ _ __ _

Parent's/guardian's signature:_ _ _ _ _ _
__ Date:_ _ ___ _
40
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DRAMA/MEDIA 501
"Lost, Stolen or Strayed"

TASK# 1: DEVISING A SCRIPT
Student's Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _CG:_ _ _
_
Teacher: Ms. J Cassidy Date due
__________
_
Monitoring date _

Semester 1 2003

______ _

TASK: You have been interacting with a range of texts which explore the theme of children in Australia's history. In particular, you have

encountered stories about lost, missing or stolen children. Your task is to devise a script which focuses on this theme. Your script can be suitable

for a play or a screenplay. You will need to work in groups to devise and write the script. The scripts will be performed or filmed towards the

end of this module.

STEPS: The steps to devising and writing the script are outlined below. There are common steps to the task and some different components

for media and drama students. You need to complete all the common components and select the components which suit your task.
1. Select a role to play in the group: ideas generator, scribe, researcher, word processor, spokesperson, questioner
2. Brainstorm ideas
3. Discuss the merits of each idea

4. Agree on one idea or a blend of ideas
5. Create the story using the following guidelines:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Discover the core premise/ kernel of the story
Define the genre/style
Agree on the destination/outcome of the story
Describe the characters and their aspirations/motivations
Extend the core premise into a storyline
Organise your story into the three act structure: Set-up, development, resolution

DRAMA

MEDIA

6. Write a synopsis of the play

6. Write an outline of the film

7. Write a brief description for each scene

7. Write a treatment

8. Write list of characters and a brief profile

8. Write list of characters and a brief profile (Internal/external qualities)

9. Sketch the stage design for each scene.

9. Sketch a storyboard for the film

(Internal/external qualities)
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CORE LEARNING OUTCOMES: In this task students will be assessed on the
following outcomes:
LEVEL 5.1 MEDIA

LEVEL 5.1 DRAMA

DR 5.1 FORMING Students structure dramatic action, both ME 5.1 Students construct and reconstruct meaning through the application of

individually and in groups, using elements and conventions languages and technologies in the design and production of media texts
appropriate to the selected dramatic form, style and
purpose.

You will be assessed on this task by your self and other members of your group. You will need to respond to the following checklist to make

this assessment. Place one of the following symbols in the box:

, = Achieved; 0 = Not achieved; S = Still developing

PEER ASSESSMENT

SELF ASSESSMENT

Contributes relevant ideas and tasks to the script
Interacts sensitively with other group members
Understands and follows script writing processes

Structures dramatic action to build tension and

highlight the theme

Contributes relevant ideas and tasks to the film

Interacts sensitively with other group members
Understands and follows script writing processes

Structures the story to build tension and highlight the

premise

Creates characters with motivation and purpose

Creates characters with aspirations and purpose

Writes a synopsis and scene breakdown which

Writes an outline and treatment which communicates the

Sketches stage design suited to the style of the play

Sketches a storyboard which communicates the visual style

Comments:_ _ _ _________

Comments: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_

Student's signature: _

Peer's signature:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_

communicates the style of the play

Date:_
42

_______ _

_____ _ _ _
_
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genre of the film

of the film

Date:_ _ _ _ _ ____ _
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DRAMA/MEDIA 501
Lost, Stolen or Strayed

llame:_ _ _ ___ CG__ Date due__ _ _ _ _ _ _
· K: Live Theatre Review.

GENRE: Analytical exposition

TEXT TYPE: Written review

•ctii dren of the Black Skirt' invites the audience to consider what we can learn about a society from how they treat their children'. (Lowdown,

D:,ober 2002:13)

b are to write a review of The Real TV Project's production of Children of the Black Skirt. The review should be suitable for publication in
Lowdown, the Youth Performing Arts Magazine.

l1 your review you should:
• · entity the use of at least two of the following elements of
drama: tension, symbol, movement, language
• identify the use of the following dramatic conventions:
storylines; actors playing multiple roles; soundscape
* evaluate how effective the use of these elements and conventions of drama
are in exploring the themes and issues of the play (see above quote)

The review should make a recommendation about the overall success of the play
CONDITIONS: Three weeks notice

Preparation time: 6 lessons and overnight homework periods.

Length: 450 word minimum

OUTCOME DR 5.3 Students identify and evaluate the application of dramatic elements and conventions used in their own work and that of

others communicating an awareness of the selected form, style and purpose.

TEACHER'S COMMENT: ___________ _ _ _ _ _____________

n writing your review you should:

1. Have a catchy headline

2. List details about the play: title, playwright, company, date

after the title

3. Write an introduction which introduces interesting features of the play

4. Summarise the plot

5. Discuss the themes and issues

6. Write a series of paragraphs which identify and evaluate the elements and conventions of drama/film
7. Conclude with a recommendation evaluating the overall success of the play

PREPARATION:

1. Complete the study guide on how to write the review

2. Find out the details about the play: title, playwright, actors and their
roles; date of performance.

3. Make notes on the use of the elements of drama:
tension, symbol, movement, language

4. Make notes on the use of conventions in the play: storylines, role
changes, soundscape,

5. Make notes on the:- plot, form, style, context, theme, structure

6. Select at least two of the elements and conventions and evaluate the
effectiveness in communicating the themes and issues.

7. Give your personal response to the play and explain its advantages and
disadvantages.

A0E

_
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Criteria

Identify elements of

.
..
.
.
.
.

drama
tension
symbol
movement
language and
dramatic conventions
storylines
role change
soundscape

A

Shows an accurate

Shows very little

elements of drama drama are applied drama are applied

drama are applied

communicate the

themes and issues in

drama are applied

to communicate the

knowledge of how knowledge of how

of how the

the elements of

the elements of

are applied to

to communicate

to communicate the

the themes and

themes and issues in themes and issues issues in the play.

the play.

in the play.

Identifies

themes and issues

knowledge of the

how the elements of
to communicate the

in the play.

the play.

Identifies only

Rarely identifies the

Accurately and

Accurately

dramatic

some dramatic

dramatic conventions

the dramatic

dramatic

within the style

within the style and

and form of the play

within the style and

within the style and play

Makes limited

Makes very limited

thoroughly identifies

Makes perceptive

identifies the
conventions used

conventions used

and form of the

conventions used

form of the play

used within the style

form of the play

Makes judgements Makes some

judgements about

about the

judgements about

judgements about

judgements about

of the elements

the elements and

of the elements

of the elements

of the elements

communicating the

communicating the in communicating

the effectiveness

purpose of the play.

Supports judgements with Supports

judgements by

referring to a range

of specific examples

from the play
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Shows limited

how the elements of

understanding of

and conventions in

evidence

Shows an accurate Shows a

E

D

understanding

form of the play

Evaluate the
effectiveness of
the elements and
conventions

C

and detailed

conventions used

.

B

effectiveness of
conventions in

the effectiveness

and conventions

the effectiveness

and conventions in

communicating the

Supports very few

Little to no reference to

play

judgements by

Supports some

judgements

referring to specific by referring to
examples from the

play

judgements with

examples from the

examples from the play

play

and conventions in

communicating the

purpose of the play the purpose of the purpose of the play.

Supports

the effectiveness

purpose of the play.

the play
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"Lost, Stolen or Strayed"

TASK# 5: PROMOTION OF SHORT FILM/PLAY.

Student's Name: _______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ CG:____
Teacher: Ms J. Cassidy/ Ms J. Delalande Date due_
Semester 1 2003

_________

Monitoring date 1_ _ _ _ _ _
__
_
Monitoring date 2___ _ _ _ _

TASK: You are the member of the production team for a short film or play focusing on losUstolen or missing children. You task is to create an

tndividual item for a press kit to promote your group's production. Consult your group then select the item you wish to complete.
COMPONENTS: You may select one of the following:

Press Release, Trailer, Video Cover, Poster, Leaflet, Magazine Article, Arts Report, Interview with director or actors, Newspaper advertisement,
Behind the scenes featurettes, Stills gallery.

AUDIENCE: Peers, Parents, Teachers

Your final production will be due on Wednesday June 2. It will be screened and performed on Wednesday 22 June. T he production will be shown
to an invited audience during periods 5 and 6 and at 5pm so that parents can attend. The audience will buy a ticket for $3 and all proceeds will

aid our sponsored child from Kenya: Geoffrey.
PURPOSE: To promote

STEPS: follow the steps below to complete your press kit

1. Choose your promotion text.

2. What is your hook? Describe your hook.

3. Write an outline/draft for your promotion.

4. Look at models of your chosen task and identify visual and textual features.
5. Design the visual elements: storyboard/camera scripUlayout.
6. Conference with your peers. Use the checklist.

7. Conference with your teacher.

8. Submit your promotion for the press kit.

Lost. Stolen or Strayed - Joan Cassidy. Queensland

Checklist for Press Kit
CORE LEARNING OUTCOMES: In this module students will be assessed on the
following outcomes

Outcome levels will be recorded on the checklist ✓ = Achieved;
0 = Not achieved; S = Still developing; X = Not applicable

MEDIA 4.2

MEDIA 5.2

MEDIA 6.2

ME 4.2 Students select media forms and

ME 5.2 Students emulate industry practices

ME 6.2 Students apply industry strategies

media texts to target an audience.

a range of contexts.

audiences.

Level4

Level 5

Level 6

apply technologies to construct and present to promote, deliver and exhibit media texts in to promote a specific media text to various

When promoting, do students:

• select the appropriate media form
to appeal to and reach targeted
audiences?
• apply known processes and skills with
available technology to construct and
present a press kit, including production
techniques, publishing layout, typeface,
and image placement?
• use technology to enhance the
presentation of a media text and make it
more appealing to audiences through
graphical design, soundtrack and
packages?

46
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When promoting, do students:

• select and incorporate both symbolic and
literal content (images, words, graphics)?
• design and juxtapose content (images,
words, graphics)?
• attract a viewer's/listener's interest or
attention by selecting and incorporating a
variety of technical codes appropriate to
the medium of TV/Film/Print?
• design publicity material that will appeal
to the target audience and entice them to
attend the exhibition?
• use persuasive techniques and language
in the pitch?
• organise the exhibition of their texts to
promote the production in home and
school contexts?
• use industry strategies such as pitch and
promotional material to promote their
production?

When promoting, do students:

•

•

•
•

use a variety of industry strategies
to promote the showcase to a range
of audiences, such as cross-media
promotion?
make appropriate decisions on which are
the most effective forms and technologies
for delivering the texts to the audience?
design publicity material that will appeal to
the target audience?
promote their film to selected audience
using publicity material such as:

- stills from the film

- film posters and playbills
- press reviews

- background material on director

- a preview trailer or excerpts from the
film.

Lost, Stolen or Strayed - Joan Cassidy Queensland

Criteria

A

.

Knowledge of the

.

•
•

Target audience
Persuasive

techniques

Industry practices

.

You demonstrated:

You demonstrated:

.

.

.

a perceptive
understanding of
a range of target
audiences
a comprehensive
knowledge of
persuasive
techniques
competence in
following industry

.

practices

.

Processes

•

use of technical
codes and

conventions
design
elements

Your promotion

attention by selecting

viewers attention

.

and incorporating:

•

by selecting and

.

.

.

Self and others
• group
collaboration

attracted the

a variety of
incorporating:
appropriate
appropriate
technical codes and
technical codes
conventions
and conventions
content which
content which
artistically juxtaposes
juxtaposes
(images, words,
(images, words,
sounds, graphics)
sounds graphics)
both symbolic
some symbolic
and literal content
and literal content
(images, words,
(images, words,
sounds, graphics)
sounds, graphics)

.

You demonstrated:

•
an observant
understanding
of the target
audiences
•
a thorough
knowledge of
persuasive
techniques
competence in
following some
industry practices

Your promotion

attracted the viewers

C

B

D

You demonstrated:

some understanding •
of the target
audience
some knowledge
of persuasive
techniques

limited
knowledge of the
target audience
and persuasive
techniques

Your promotion

.

range of:

incorporated:

.

some technical
codes and
conventions
literal content
(images, words,
sounds, graphics)

LITTLE TO

NO WORK

SUBMITTED

Your promotion

has selected and

E

has used a limited

.
.

technical codes
and conventions
content (images,
words, sounds,
graphics

LITTLE TO

NO WORK

SUBMITTED

.

.

group
tasks

organisation
skills

.
.

You

collaborated
effectively with
your group
to create an
appealing and
persuasive press
kit
included a wide
variety of visual/
print media
Completed the
press kit before
the deadline

.
.
.

You

collaborated
with your group
to create an
appealing press
kit
included a variety
of visual/print
media
Completed the
press kit by the
deadline

.
.
.

You

worked with your
group to create a
press kit
included some
visual/print media
Completed the
press kit but did not
make the deadline

.
.
.

You

had difficulty
working with
your group to
create a press kit
included a
limited range
of visual/print
media
did not make
the deadline and
the press kit is
incomplete

LITTLE TO

NO WORK

SUBMITTED

Lost. Stolen or Strayed - Joan Cassidy. Queensland

NAME:_ _ _ _ _
____________________
SUBJECT:

DRAM A/MEDIA 501

TEACHER:

Ms Cassidy

ASSESSMENT:

Short Film

DIMENSION:

Constructing Media

CONDITIONS:

Group/Practical

DATE DUE: 1. _ _ _ _
_ ___

2. _________

TASK: You have worked with your group in different production roles to plan a short film based on the theme of "Lost, Stolen or Strayed"

children. Your task is to shoot and edit the film using available cameras the and non linear editing equipment. In producing your film you will
need to:• Complete all tasks in the production log
• Adopt at least two production roles
• Work as a team to produce your film
• Shoot the footage
• Log footage and create an Edit Decision List
• Record your footage onto the Casablanca editing machine
• Trim your footage
• Create the story board
• Create transitions
• Create titles
• Add a soundtrack
• Dub your short film onto VHS tape
LENGTH: 2-3 minutes per group.
DOCUMENTATION: Hand in your PRODUCTION LOG
CONSIDERATIONS:

•

You need to consider the standard schema and be aware of the media languages and technologies you need to pay particular

attention to.
• You will be assessed on the following outcomes

LEVEL 5.1
ME 5.1 Students construct and

LEVEL 6.1
ME 6.1 Students apply an understanding

reconstruct meaning through the

of media languages and technologies to

in the design and production of media

of production contexts

application of languages and technologies
texts

design and create media texts in a range

BEYOND LEVEL 6
DME 6.3 Students consider purpose,

audience and context when presenting media

texts for particular occasions

TEACHER'S COMMENTS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________________ _

SIGNATURE_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_
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DATE
_________
_

Lost. Stolen or Strayed - Joan Cassidy Queensland

A
Use of media

languages:• Technical codes

•
•
•

Symbolic codes
Subtitles
Synchronized
sound

The student

8

The student

C

The student

demonstrates

demonstrates

demonstrates

independence in their

and some

their use of technical

symbolic codes to

in their use of

complexity and

use of technical and

create their short film

D

The student

E

The student

demonstrates

demonstrates

in their use of

skills their use

symbolic codes to

symbolic codes

very limited

adequate skills in

limited skills

independence

and symbolic codes

technical and

technical and

film

create their short

to create their

The student:

The student:

competence

symbolic codes to

to create their short

film

create their short

of technical and

short film

film

Use of media

.

The student:

technologies:Camera work
Editing

Production roles

.

skillfully and
efficiently
handles camera
and editing
equipment.
collaboratively
and responsibly
engages with
the production
processes.
submits a
comprehensive
production log

The student:

skillfully
handles camera
and editing
equipment.
collaboratively
engages with
the production
processes.
submits a
thorough
production log

Biography - Joan Cassidy

.. .
7';;�
Joan Cassidy is Head of Department (The Arts) at Yeppoon State High
..

�,

School. She has also taught at Rockhampton State High School and
has been a lecturer/tutor in drama at Central Queensland University.

Jmn is a founding member of Drama Australia (NADIE) and has an extensive
background in project implementation at a school level. Projects have included Risky
Business an Education Queensland project focusing on body image and eating
issues, Yeppoon. The Musical a community theatre project. Enter the Waking Dream.
a:i artistic partnership with Queensland-based physical theatre company Zen Zen Zo
aid in 2005 is a Queensland Theatre Company regional partner.

The student:

adequately
handles camera
and editing
equipment.
engages with
the production
processes.
submits a
completed
production log

shows
limited skill
in handling
camera
and editing
equipment
has limited
engagement
with the
production
processes
submits an
incomplete
production log

shows very
limited skill
in handling
camera
and editing
equipment
has very little
engagement
with the
production
processes
does not
submit a
production
log

The Rabbits Grappling with Culture and Globalisation Through Drama in the
Primary Classroom

T

Sandra Gattenhof and Josephine Wise
he following is a documentation of an orientating lesson from a

in primary schools were awarded funding through a university-wide

book by the same name written by ,lohn Marsden and illustrated

develop teaching materials for use in the primary drama and dance

that employs a wide range of dramatic conventions. Within the lesson

Wise. The lessons, based around the core learning outcomes and core

practices and beliefs. It requires them to develop their own solutions

Wise using selected classes at the school while all the class teachers

The impetus for the creation of this dramatic episode was two-fold.

by a debrief that unpacked the structure of the lesson and syllabus

to develop a series of demonstration lessons for each level of The Arts

taught at Middle Park State School both in paper and digital form.

1-10 Syllabus (drama strand) as part of the implementation of The Arts

The Rabbits is one in a suite of modules and lessons developed by

level 4 module called The Rabbits. The key pre-text is a picture

by Shaun Tan. This controversial work is the starting point for a lesson

students in role are faced with a dilemma related to conflicting cultural
and evaluate the outcomes from multiple perspectives.

Sandra Gattenhof was asked by the staff at Middle Park State School

project called Internationalising the Curriculum. This project sought to

unit. The funding enabled the employment of a research assistant, Jo

content for levels 1-4, were taught by both Sandra Gattenhof and Jo

observed. These observation lessons were followed immediately
implications. Funding also enabled the documentation of the lessons

Key Learning Area at the school. At the same time Sandra Gattenhof

Sandra Gattenhof and Jo Wise exploring issues of identity, globalisation,

in a primary pre-service teaching unit focussing on drama and dance

engaging with new cultures.

and a team of lecturers at Queensland University of Technology working

Unit title:

Year/level:

colonisation, indigenous cultures and developing alternative ways of

The Rabbits

Level 4 Yr 6/7

Time allocation: 60 mins

Focus/Context for Learning: This lesson draws upon content from SOSE, English and The Arts. These understandings are activated in a

dramatic environment to consider engagement with cultural difference.

Students in role are faced with a dilemma related to cultural practices and beliefs, which requires them to develop their own solutions and

evaluate the outcomes from multiple perspectives.

Key concepts that could be developed from this lesson are colonisation, imperialism, cultural development, indigenous culture and alternative

ways of engaging with new cultures.

Focus core learning Outcomes: Level 4 Drama and Dance
Core Content:
Elements:

Drama

Space, symbol and role

Conventions:

Create roles from given information; Develop action from given

Forms and Styles:

Student devised scenarios: storytelling and extended role plays

Audience:

Informal

Performance Skills:
Purpose:

circumstances

Maintain appropriate role
Information

The Rabbits - Sandra Gattenhof and Josephine Wise

Phases of Sequenced Activities

Resources

Warm-up: The teacher runs a series of wann-up games with

Open spaces clear of desks and chairs to

Orientate

the group, which settles the class and gets them to work with
a stronger focus. They can also be used to initiate intuitive
responses to related issues. particularly trust, power and
status. Three possible games might be Blind cars. Skin
the Snake (most treasured possessions) and Colombian

enable freedom of movement.

Hypnosis. These games also assist students to identify

with feelings that are associated with taking on each of

the roles in the drama including being a leader, being a
follower, and being part of a team. The teacher leads a
brief de-construction of the games. Some key questions ,
might include
• Who prefers to lead/follow?
• When is it important to have leaders?
• What does it mean if you have power or control in a
situation?
• When is it important to work together?
Teacher narration and student visualisation:
"The Place"

Students are asked to close their eyes and maybe lie down
depending upon energy levels and space.
Teacher says: "You are going to create an important place

together but each of you will contribute a small part. You will

imagine it as I ask you questions about it. As I speak let the
pictures form in your imagination and try to create as many
details as possible about this special place.
Turn on music

Teacher says: "Your grandparents as far back as time

remembered lived here. There has always been different
family communities living and working together...
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World Music
Cd Player

Gathering Evidence

The Rabb1/s - Sandra Gattenhof and Josephine

Wise

Phases of Sequenced Activities

Resources

The teacher continues the narration and drawing on colours and images from
the illustrations in Tan's book, asks the students to imagine details of this place
through their senses eg.
• The bluest sky that can be imagined, free from pollution and at night filled
with billions of stars.
• Imagine trees that soar up-wards and it takes ten people to stand around
one trunk.
• An im rnense sparkling ocean, the smel I of the bush filled with fruits,
streams full of fish and shells.
• To live in this "Place" takes great wisdom and skill but the rewards is a
special life.
The teacher asks the students to imagine a particularly special spot in this place.
It has a view to the ocean.
• Consider what you see, feel, smell? What is the ground like ? Why is this a
special place? Where in this landscape is your favourite place? Think of all
the details of your special place. including the view to the ocean.
The students open their eyes and then receive the drawing activity
instructions.
Drawing activity with music. The teacher instructs students to use the
pastels and paper to create pictures of small and specific objects that belong
in the landscape of ·The Place". Students draw their ideas and these images
are collected by the teacher and carefully and prominently placed in the
classroom.
Teacher Narration: "The Arrival"

The teacher then asks students to find a spot in room , to sit and close their
eyes. This time students are instructed to imagine that they are sitting in their
special spot in their landscape. The students are asked to imagine a vessel in
the distance that appears to be approaching their beach.
• ls it going to go past? It turns and is de�nitely coming towards your place.
• You have never seen anything like it
• People are disembarking from the vessel and are landing on your beach.
• What feelings do you have about seeing them. meeting them, what will
you do?
Tap and talk with eyes closed about what you are thinking and
feeling about the new arrivals.

Paper, pens
Tape/pins
Teacher lays out or hangs
paintings on a central area while
the narration continues

Gathering Evidence

The Rabbils - Sandra Gattenhof end Josephine Wise

Phases of Sequenced Activities

Resources

Hand out pre-text to pairs. Ask them to examine the image and read the text. Teacher

15 Colour copies pS-6

Pre-text: "The Old People warned us to be careful. they won't understand the right

or paper to summarise

Enhance

also reads the text.

ways they only know there own country."

Gathering Evidence

Use the white board

discoveries made in

small groups

The teacher identifies roles represented in the pre-text image and names them the

11\JNS and IMMS.

Teacher introduces some objective facts: Definitions of Key terms Indigenous,

Immigrant are given by the teacher and discussed briefiy and then allocated to the
IMMS or INNS by the students.

Using the pre-text image and the students' ideas they discuss in pairs and then share

with the group what they think the relationship between these two groups might be.
They are asked to identify differences and commonalities.

Discussion: The teacher instructs students to sit in a circle. They are out of role. The

.
.
.

teacher asks students to consider the following questions.
if they were members of a community meeting people from another culture for the
first time whether or not they would meet with the strangers?
The advantages and disadvantages of engaging with a new culture?
List some strategies that they might employ if they where to engage with a new
culture.
Mantle of the Expert - Elders Role Cards:

Lay cards on the fioor with roles. Students choose a pre-determined role. Students read

their role and sit within the group they are now are now part of IMMS or the INNS. They

are told that they will be holding a meeting shortly to make some important decisions

about their community.

The students move apart. Preferably with the drawing gallery between them.
Teachers-in-role working as an 'administrator' within two groups: The teacher's
intention is to assist the student leaders to run the following discussions and record

their decisions. The teacher plays a role with an equal or slightly lower status than the
students.

Role Cards

Students landscape

Teacher checklists

butcher's paper pens.

performance skills:
Maintain
appropriate role
I
Create roles from
given information
Develop action
from givencircu m stances

picture gallery,

This section could

also be developed

with each class
playing both

communities over

two sessions then
choosing to play

a role from one or

the other in the next
frame "The Taking' 1

INNS: Teacher in role as a teaching elder encourages the INNS as a whole community

to select a symbolic image from the gallery. The teacher says ·'This object is the most

important object in our community and must be treated with great respect. Only you, the
wisest elders of this community, can touch it and only you can tell the story to others.
This image holds great signincance and represents your culture and your people."
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The Rabbits - Sandra Gattenhol and Josephine Wise

Phases of Sequenced Activities

Resources

Gathering Evidence

Students select images and discuss how they represent a celebration or commemoration
of an important event.
Then the group selects a single key symbolic image and records the story of the image

that explains its importance. The teaching elder then asks the INNS to find a simple way of
explaining the symbolic significance of the image and how the image is used in a ceremony
for the children of their community. The image must be ceremoniously handled and placed

in the centre of the circle. The group practices telling the story and the ceremonial placement
of the image.
IMMS: Teacher in role as an administrator explains that the IMMS have some sealed

instructions from their Arts and Culture Minister in their home country. Teacher asks a student
to open and read the minister's letter ... The letter reads that they have been asked to choose
a highly symbolic image from this new place to send back to their home country as a central

Sealed Arts

Minister's letter
Butcher's paper
pens

part of their museum exhibition about this new place. The purpose of this exhibit is to educate
your people about this new culture that you have engaged with.
The group observes the INNS select the most symbolic image OR the teacher injects this

information. The IMMS must list 5 clear points that explain why they should take the image
and why it is worthy of a place in a museum or gallery to celebrate. The IMMS then must
make a plan which explains

who will collect the image, How will the collection occur and how it will be stored for the

voyage back to your land etc.

Extended role-play: "The Taking"

Management of space is important here: (Summary) The INNS group prepare to tell the story

of the image in a circle. The IMMS stand around the outside of the INNS group preparing

to take the image.

Teacher checklists

for conventions and
performance skills:
• Maintain
appropriate role
• Create roles
from given
information
• Develop action
from given
circumstances

Teacher asks the IMMS to freeze in preparation of moving into the INNS Elders circle and
taking the symbolic image. They are reminded to follow their plan and the teacher emphasises
that they have to get the image quickly if they are to catch the next vessel home. Teacher
leaves to prepare storage facilities on the vessel.

ADEM 2005
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Resources

Phases of Sequenced Activities
Teacher counts down from three and bring their roles to life. Students in role enact their
tasks. The teacher allows students to play-out the scenario of the taking the image by
the IMMS, witnessed by the INNS and the INNS first reactions to this.

tension.

asked to create a frozen moment, like a photograph with a single line as a caption or title.
The image must respond to the question. They have only 20 seconds to prepare.

Evidence

Teacher checklists
for conventions and
performance skills:
Maintain
appropriate role
Create roles
from given
information
Develop action
from givencircumstances

.
.

Teacher cuts the drama and asks everyone to freeze again at a point of high

Frozen image in pairs: The teacher organises the whole class into pairs. Each pair is
made up of an INN and an IMM. They are to read each other's role card. Then they are

Gathering

Photograph and record

the images and the lines
on big pieces of paper. To
be added to the gallery

later.

•

What is happening in "The Place"? (20 sees to prepare)
The frozen photo that the pairs make and the spoken line must show the feelings
between the two groups after the IMMS attempt to take the image.
Share them with the group around the circle.
Synthesise

One liner sheet: The teacher brings the students back to a circle. The students are

asked to individually complete a one liner sheet. This prov·1des students with a chance

.

to consider the problem out of role.
How will these communities resolve this tension without violence?
1. IMMS will have to ...
2. The INNS will have too...

3. The real problem here is ...

4. This drama reminded me of. ..
After students have finished writing there is a voluntary sharing of their work. The focus
should be on the last one-liner. This drama reminded me of...

.
.

The teacher may then:
Read The Rabbits and discuss what they feel about the end of the story.
Discuss the next part of their drama between the IMMS and the INNS that might
be explored.
Compare the role cards and build a picture of the similarities and differences
between the INNS and IMMS
Discuss changes the students would like make to the drama to make it work
better
Play a game like Skin the Snake to reunite the group.

.

.
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One Liner Sheet

Focused Analysis
of lhe written

responses for depth

of engagement
with the issues
and the roles and
teacher checklist

of participation in
discussion.

The Rabbits - Sandra Gattenhof and Josephine Wise

Ideas for the next lessons: Look at the importance of memories

and objects to identify self and family and community. Consider the
different ways that these objects and memories are stored (who by,

Drawing activity with music

Students as part of the drama are asked to express their ideas through

drawing, painting or sculpting. This work is often done individually or in

where, when are the stories shared), passed on and inherited. Create

silence with music to enhance the mood. This work is used to reflect

role of curation and collection in classroom gallery; consider the

from "The Place").

their own museum pieces that represent self and family. Explore the
differences between interactive engagement with cultures through
lived experiences as well as museums. Ask what are museums for?

Refer to the Australian Indigenous experience of the Tiwi Islanders

bodies from ancient peoples now returned but not to Tiwi but to the
Cairns Indigenous Museum.

Glossary of the dramatic conventions,
games and techniques
Freeze

This instruction is used frequently when working with drama in

the classroom. It requires students to stop, stand still and listen

immediately. In drama it also implies that students remain in role or

physically engaged in their activity (like a statue) and listen for further
instructions without loosing their energy or focus.
Blind cars (Boal, A.)

the feelings of a role or build aspects of a context (like creating details
Tap and talk

When students are frozen in an image or when a teacher freezes a
scene or activity, tap and talk is a way to hear the internal thoughts

of the role being portrayed. It builds the student's understanding of

the feelings and thoughts of that role. Once a teacher asks a group

to freeze a teacher taps a frozen student in turn on the shoulder and

asks him/her to express their feelings in response to the situation, or
to a specific question.
Pre-text

A pre-text can be any written text (children's book, play, poem, novel,

myth etc.), piece of music, photographic image or visual art, real or

created artefact that is used to inspire a new dramatic context and

an exploration in role. For example, a hat and a letter may inspire

an improvisation about a lost child; an incomplete diary entry and a

child's toy may inspire an exploration of the history of a person (eg.

In pairs students decide who is A and who is B. A is the car and B is

Anne Frank); an old photograph, an apron and a shovel may inspire

A to "drive" the car. B's hand on A's back means the car goes forward

context for exploration but do not give all the answers. They often

ihe driver. A shuts their eyes. B uses gentle pressure on the back of
and B's hand taken off A's back means the car must stop. B's hand on
A's right shoulder means the car turns right and B's hand on A's left

shoulder means the car turns left. Teacher should model this with a

student. B's are instructed to drive their cars through the space. The

aim is to work without any collisions and to keep your car safe. Then

A and B swap roles. This game builds trust between partners. group

focus and individual concentration.
Colombian Hypnosis (Boal, A.)

tn pairs students decide who is A and who is B. A is the snake charmer

and B is the snake. In Colombia where this game gets its name, snake

charmers use a mirror to charm their snakes. They hold the snake's

attention with a mirror in the palm of their hand. They move slowly so
they do not get bitten and the snake stays calm. A holds their palm up

about 15 cm in front of B's face. B must follow the palm wherever it goes

as they are 'hypnotised by the mirror". A moves slowly and calmly but

also challenges the snake by changing directions, turning, exploring
�igh and low space. Then A and B swap roles. This game builds trust

between partners, group focus and individual concentration.
Teacher narration and student visualisation

A teacher can use short narrations to tell a story, move stories forward,

set the scene and inspire a student's imagination. It is a simple way

ro build belief in an imaginary context. It should be done with a slow,

strong, calm and expressive voice. It is often best if questions are
- eluded to inspire original ideas. Pauses must be given so that a

student has time to shape and develop their thoughts.

a scene about the Australian gold rush. Pre-texts open up a dramatic

imply a tension (a dilemma to be resolved, a task to be completed,

an unexpected surprise, a relationship between people, a mystery to

be solved). It should give an indication of possible roles (who), place

(where) and time (when).
Mantle of the Expert

Students are asked to assume roles that hold expertise or specialist

knowledge relevant to the situation they find themselves in. By taking on

the role of expert the student assumes knowledge, status and language

registers relevant to the expert and apply this in their improvisation
during the drama.
Role Cards

A role card provides brief written information about a role that a student

will be asked to play. This can be very helpful if the role is outside the

student's experience (e.g. a judge) so that the basic elements of that

role can be explained. Objective facts from the real world can also be
included on a role card to deepen metaxis (a student's cognitive links

between the issues within the drama and issues or information from
the real world and their lived experiences). Role cards should clearly

indicate purpose, attitude and status.
Teacher in role

A teacher can help stimulate dramatic activity, deepen the engagement

of their students and help build belief in the context of the drama by

working in role with their students. No acting is required and only

simple props (like a hat or badge) might be used to indicate their new
ADEM 2005
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persona. The role must have a clear attitude, purpose and status.
The role can be hrgh or low status. Some reasons for applying this

convention could be to inject new tension to the drama by establishing

a dilemma: introducing another point of view: engaging the class as

experts to solve a mystery or challenging task; giving students an
opportunity to interview a person from the past or future.

Neelands, J. & Goode, T. Second Ed. (2000). Structuring Drama Work

Cambridge University Press, Cambridge

Queensland Studies Authority {2002) The Ans Years 1 -10 Syllabus

Role Cards
INNS
Elder Family Member -Tool Maker

Extended role-play

Extended role-play is whenever all the students in a group are asked to

engage in an improvisation simultaneously, maintaining their role and

engaging with others in the drama. The improvisation is not scripted
and not rehearsed, although it may be used later to inspire script writing

and character development. All that is required to take on a role is

an understanding of attitude (e.g. expert) to have a purpose (e.g. to

assist with a problem) and a clear status (e.g. high). Extended role
play can last long or short periods of time depending upon the depth of

for example students can often remain in
role in a meeting context longer than a market place or party scene.
engagement and the context,

Frozen image in pairs, individuals or groups

Students create a single or a series of freeze frames or frozen images.

They use their bodies to respond to the teacher's instructions, music
or other visual

Wise

or written pre-texts. The freeze-frames can be literal

human interactions (eg a handshake between a father and son saying

You are an expert at making tools for used building homes and

transport, making food production easier and hunting. You make your

own tools. You are a clear thinker and an organised person who wants
your community to plan carefully for the future. You teach the young
people in your community your skills.

Elder Family Member - Food Gatherer

You are an expert at finding and producing food for your community. You

know the most about the impact of the weather, environment and soils

on the fruit and vegetables and the migration habits of the animals your

corn munity eats. You are a clear and creative thinker and an organised

person and you want your community to carefully plan for the future.
You teach the young people in your community your skills.
Elder Family Member• Ceremonial Dancer and Singer

You are an expert at turning the important stories and ideas from your

community into dances and songs that teach everyone. You are also an

goodbye before he goes to war, people waiting for a boat to rescue

expert at entertaining your community and keeping them feeling happy.

emotions). Students in drama generally work quickly and intuitively

are a clear and creative thinker and an organised person. You want

composed for part of a performance. Students should be encouraged

new ideas but respect your family's traditions. You teach the young

them) or symbolic (an image that refiects hope or a machine that makes
to build freeze-frames but they can also be carefully planned or
to use different levels in space and engage different parts of the body

and their face to communicate. Freeze frames or frozen images

can

follow a sequence eg. before, during and after a dramatic event. or

can be different points of view that surround a single event {eg. how do
teachers, parents. friends and members of the community feel when a
child is expelled from school?). Students can create titles or captions;

add lines of dialogue or sounds.

You are responsible for organising special ceremonies and events. You

your community to carefully plan for the future. You are interested in
people in your community your skills.

Elder Family M ember - Artist and recorder of history and

stories

You are an expert at turning the important stories and ideas from

your community into art works that teach everyone about their history.

You are also an expert at making your community environment and

celebrations excit1ng and beautiful keeping them feeling happy. You

One liner sheet

are responsible for organising special ceremonies and events. You

out of role to key issues that might be (before} or have been (after)

your community to carefully plan for the future. You teach the young

A one liner sheet asks a student to respond individually in writing and

explored in the drama. Each one-liner is written as an unfinished

open-ended statement. One-liners often require the student to apply

future problem solving strategies. The responses can be used to

gauge individuals understanding of key issues and also their depth of

engagement in the drama.

Resources
Boal. A. (1992) Games for Actors and Non-actors Routledge,

London

Marsden, J. & Tan S. ( 1998) The Rabbits Lothian, Melbourne,

Victoria

O'Neill, C. {1995) Drama Worlds: A Framework for Process Drama
Heinemann, Pourtsmouth NH
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are a clear and creative thinker and an organised person. You want
people in your community your skills.

Elder Family Member• Law-making

You are regarded as wise and able to make good decisions. Your

community respects your ideas. You always think of both sides to every

story and make difficult decisions even if people don't like them. You

are able to talk to everyone and do not judge new people from other

places unfairly. You are a clear and creative thinker and an organised
person. You want your community to carefully plan for the future. You

are interested in new ideas but respeci your family's tradit\ons. You

are always trying to teach young people in your community ways of

living a good and peaceful life.

The Rabbits - Sandra Gattenhof and Josephine Wise

Elder Family Member• Healer

Maintenance Technician

and care of the men, women and children's health. You can fix broken

buildings. You are able to solve mechanical and technical problems

You are regarded as very wise and as an expert in medicines, healing

bones, use natural herbs and plants to make complex chemical

You are an expert at fixing machinery and equipment and restoring

as well as making sure the environment that your community lives and

medications and always try and make your community feel well and

works in is safe and healthy. You are a clear and creative thinker and

person. You want your community to carefully plan for the future. You

the future and would consider staying here as a new home.

living a good and peaceful life.

THE RABBITS - A responding task

comfortable. You are a clear and creative thinker and an organised
are always trying to teach young people in your community ways of

IMMS
Expedition Leader

You are an expert in organising groups of people to go on journeys
to new lands and to meet new cultures. You are wise and able to

make good decisions. You are in charge of organising food, shelter

and fulfilling the minister's requests. Your community respects your

an organised person. You want your community to carefully plan for

Think about the drama and what you
have experienced and then complete the
following sentences.
1. To find a solution the IMMS will have to________

ideas. You always think of both sides to every story and make difficult

decisions even if people don't like them. You are a clear and creative

thinker and an organised person. You want your community to carefully
plan for the future.
Map-maker

You are an expert in making maps and recording new journeys that your
community sends you on. You are an expert artist and a very organised.

2. To find a solution the INNS will have to
______
_

You record navigational information and turn it into visual maps for

others to follow. You like adventures and working in a team.
Botanist and artist

You are an expert in recording new plants and animals that you identify
as you travel on new journeys to new lands. You are an expert artist
and a very organised. You record detailed information and turn it into

text-books that others might read You want your community to carefully
plan for the future and consider staying here as a new home.

3. The real problem in this drama is_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_

Doctor
You are an expert in medicines, healing and care of the men, women

and children's health. You can fix broken bones, use natural herbs

and plants to make complex chemical medications and always try and

make your community feel well and comfortable. You are a clear and

creative thinker and an organised person. You want your community

to carefully plan for the future and would consider staying here as a
new home.

Museum Representative

You are an expert in gathering information and artefacts from different

lands and cultures in order to teach people in your homeland about
these new people and places. You are very organised and creative.

You enjoy meeting new people and working in different places. This

is a very new place and you want to create the most effective display
possible to represent these new people. You like adventures and

working in a team.

4. This drama reminded me of ___________

The Rabbits - Sandra Gattenhof and Josephine Wi.:e

Minister of the Arts, Culture and Immigration
Hon J.B. Hogan

Parliament House
Nation's Capital
To the Expedition Leader,

Congratulations on your successful arrival to this new land. The Prime Minister and I are very pleased and proud that your team has traveled
safely and so far away from home without serious incident.

If you are reading this letter it means that you are ready for the first very important part of your work in this new land.
It is essential that we have a good understanding of the people that live in this new land. You and your team must collect one highly significant

cultural item that can go on display in our National Gallery and Museum. The item will be displayed permanently along with the records of
your journey. They will inspire and educate our people for generations to come.

We trust that you will choose wisely and will make your government and you country very proud.

Yours sincerely.

Hon. J.B Hogan
Minister of the Arts, Culture and Immigration

Biography - Dr Sandra Gattenhof
Sandra is Co-ordinator and Lecturer in Postgraduate Drama

Jo is an experienced drama and has a Masters in Education.

Teaching Courses -Creative Industries Faculty (Perfonmance

Currently Jo is employed as a project officer in the Faculty of
Education and Health at OUT Jo has been Head of Performing
Arts at St Peters Lutheran College. Vice-President of Drama
Queensland and was the IDEA ·95 Fieldwork Liaison Officer.

Studies). She is an acknowledged leader of professional
development for early childhood and primary teachers in drama
educalion and has also lectured and tutored at Griffith University,
Auslralian Catholic University and Nanyang University. Singapore in
the primary teacher pre-service programs. She is the President of
Drama Australia and current editor of Australian Drama Education
Magazine (ADEM) for Drama Australia. past president of Drama
Queensland. board member of both Young People and the
Arts Australia (YPPA) and Contact Inc. and education editor for
Lowdown - Youth Performing Arts Magazire Her research interests
include primary drama education. thealre for young people.
contemporary performance and new media/interactive teaching
environments.
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Drama Connections A Community Theatre Project Involving Kenmore State High School And
Cherbourg State School
Sue Davis, Queensland

People say that changing attitudes takes a long time ... well sometimes attitudes can change within a few hours. I know this because
I have seen it. I have seen it on many occasions and I saw it the day the students from Kenmore came to visit us here at Cherbourg
State School.

The drama project, driven by Sue Davis, provided the perfect platform upon which her students could cement some newer,

more accurate understandings of Aboriginal people. Most students approached the activity with some apprehension, and after a few

hours working together, most shifted their understanding of Indigenous children from beyond their apprehensions about the negative

stereotype of Aborigines that we are all confronted by in our society. to a more positive and more accurate reality. It didn't take long to
see that the real Aboriginal Australia is the one that I see here every day. .. the Strong and Smat1: Young and black and deadly Aboriginal

Australia.

That's what it is all about ... and it doesn't take much to see. Like the Kenmore students, you just have to have the courage to

see beyond what we think is somehow true: to set aside some apprehensions and get outside of our comfot1 zones; and most impot1ant!y.
to work together respectfully.
Chris Sarra, Principal Cherbourg State School and current Queenslander of the Year

Sue Davis
Background to project

•

For some years I have been looking for the opportunity to work with

my senior students on an extension study project that focused on

Indigenous issues. I have felt this was increasingly important with the

•

deny the experiences of the 'stolen generation'. Wherever possible in

my senior course, I use extracts from plays which focus on Indigenous
experiences (in amongst the mix of plays used in various units) but
I had been unable to ever convince a class to focus on these issues

for their extension study (where they have an expectation that they
will determine the direction and focus of the unit).

It was therefore fortuitous early in 2004 that I was able to

meet with Chris Sarra, Principal of Cherbourg State School - himself

an Indigenous educator, increasingly well known for his work in this
Indigenous school community and educational leadership. I asked
him if they were interested in being part of a drama project which

would involve our students visiting their school. I was keen to try and

make this a project that might have perceived benefits for both the

Cherbourg students as well as our own, so that it was not just another

group of 'white missionaries' or 'anthropologists' coming to save or

study the Aboriginal community. The project was to have the following
components:
• Kenmore students engaging in activities and research to

•

develop some understanding of general Indigenous history and
specific Cherbourg history:

Kenmore students traveling to Cherbourg for two days and while
there running workshops with selected classes, engaging in
relevant investigations and research, and at the end of the two
days both Cherbourg and Kenmore students sharing what they
have developed together;

in playbuilding exercises and writing scripts for performance to
selected audiences (Cherbourg or Kenmore); and

Students performing polished performance pieces (drawn from

their scripts) possibly for or with Cherbourg students.

stalling of the reconciliation process at a macro government level and

with the debates in national newspapers which sought to down-play or

Kenmore students debriefing about their experiences, engaging

Chris Sarra and staff teaching Years 2, 3, 6/7 were keen to be

involved in the project. When I put it to our students, most of them were

quite enthusiastic. Many of them were most excited about going on

an overnight excursion together and several of them had heard about

Chris Sarra and were keen to meet him. It is also true to say several

students were immediately cautious about going, believing their parents

would have objections to them going to an Indigenous community. This

turned out to be the case, several students were not allowed to go even
when I spoke to their parents and assured them their children would

be 'safe'. The parents were concerned that their students would be
disadvantaged in their school assessment and wanted them to look

at other material. I stated that the students would still be looking at
Indigenous issues but that they could use other sources of research

for their script writing.

Visiting Cherbourg
Group of 5:
1:

2:

Group of 3:
3:

Group of 4:

Cherbourg? Where's that?
New South Wales I think

Isn't there a place in France called Cherbourg?

Are we going to France?

No, it's an Aboriginal community not so far from
Brisbane.

Why would you want to go there?

Perceptions/Misconceptions p 1
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Cherbourg students etc. The attendance of some of the students on

our excursion was in fact jeopardised as some parents feared for their
children's safety.
"I was nervous"
/"d heard the story about the emus being killed and that young kids
were involved (I was worried that the primary kids would be like that).
my parents didn't really want me to go.'

There are very few Indigenous students at Kenmore State

High, and in fact some students said they had never actually met

an Indigenous person before. Therefore one of the most significant

·People said it would be violent_. there'd be alcohol. drunks etc my sister
said ·'don ·1 get raped"..

"I wanted to know what happened to the emus. why kids would do that"
Student reflections about how they felt about going to

experiences for our students was for them to meet a range of

Cherbourg

Indigenous people, for them to see that Indigenous people were as

different as they were and that Indigenous people, like them, deal with

Not long after this, our own school was the subject of an

their problems in lots of different ways. They were both impressed and

extensive series of reports supposedly focusing on the 'drug epidemic'

by what the children told them about their lives. What most of them

one of their staff members to film 'set up' scenes of students smoking

saddened by what they saw as they drove around the community, and
felt most impressed by though was the fact that the school, and not

just the Principal, really lived their motto of 'Strong and Smart' and that

the many of the students were overcoming considerable adversity to

achieve significant things.

in schools. One of the local TV stations had in fact used the nephew of

drugs in the school grounds while staff members reputedly walked by

unconcerned. These set up and edited scenes were passed off as

genuine footage and the story was picked up by all local news stations
and even some national reports. Many of our students were outraged

by the report, feeling it unfairly depicted their school and the majority

Gill:

The school really lives their motto

of students at the school.

Suzanne:

Life is tough for a lot of them, but they have so

class when one of the students said "I feel ashamed to wear my school

Chris:

Lara:

The kids are really brave

much potential

It showed me that people can make a difference

One of the most significant learning moments came in our

jersey now. I wore it on a bus into town yesterday and students from

other schools were pointing and laughing at me. It's really unfair that

Perceptions/Misconceptions p 14

While it may not be possible for other groups to engage

in an experience such as this, what I might draw from this was that

taking students outside their comfort zone, and away from the 'familiar'
was of great significance. When we returned to Kenmore (after really

only 33 hours away) many students commented that they felt like they

were returning to another planet or country - that everything felt very

strange to them - that they were seeing things in a way they hadn't
seen them before. This sense of 'making the familiar' strange is one

that is possible and powerful through drama and theatre and something

that is possible to recreate even if the physical experience is not.

Strange coincidences
Sometimes coincidences occur that make you wonder ... a series of

them occurred for us during this project and though their impact was

very negative for many concerned at the time, they were in fact useful

in contributing to our students learning experiences.

Just before we went to Cherbourg there was an incident there

one night where several young people broke into the local emu farm

and stoned to death a lot of emus. Our students engaged in quite a

lot of discussion about this, wondering if any of the young people were
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they make us feel that way". I used this opportunity to ask them to

reflect now on their responses to the emu incident at Cherbourg. Their

responses included a reflection on the power of the media and how
people still tend to believe what they hear on the news even though we

say we don't. They also became more aware of the danger of making

generalizations about a group of people based on the behaviours of a

few and that while 'we might get this kind of reaction for a few weeks,

but for some Indigenous people, they have to put up with it all their

lives'.

Drama Connections - Sue Davis. Queensland

High school student 1:
High school student 2:

High school student 1:

Hey Sonya, are you going to

the years I have always found that many of the best scripts arise

I was, didn't you see the news last

perspectives and that primary research provides some of the best

Cherbourg?

night? Some kids stones to death like

however. This might include - conducting mock interviews, recording

me go now. They were worried about

(capturing different people's speech patterns and language usage),

Damn, my parents probably won't let

before this.

Perceptions/Misconceptions p2

Primary student 2:

Primary student 1:

Hey Allie, you going to Kenmore open

day next week?

I was ... din'! you see the news

last night? All those kids there getting
stoned in the playground.

Damn, my parents probably won't let

me go there now. They were worried
about me going to a public school
before this whole thing!

Perceptions/Misconceptions p 3

Unfortunately this was not the end of the negative media

experiences, and after this Chris Sarra himself was the subject of

some reports after some parents made some complaints about him
to the Education Department. My students were horrified at this

development and like so many who knew Chris felt that this was an

unfair representation of the wonderful and very 'hands on' work that

Chris and his staff engage in. It reinforced for them how inaccurate
some perceptions can be, but how they can still be so damaging.
J:

source material. Students need to be skilled in these processes

40 emus.

me going to an Aboriginal community

Primary School student 1:

when students have gathered research from a range of sources and

So much for SuperChris

data and writing up interview transcripts, note-taking after conversations

journal writing of personal reflections, noting sensory responses (other

than verbal). It is also important to spend time talking to students about

'protocols' for use of primary research data, the importance of checking
with people interviewed to see if they are happy with their stories being

used, sending drafts to them to seek feedback etc.
Students working as workshop facilitators

In this process (as well as a number where I have had secondary

students working with primary students) the senior students worked in

small groups of 2-3 as workshop facilitators with groups of 6-8 primary
school students. This can be an extremely effective process with
students having to take on responsibility for the process and gaining

a lot from it. The primary students also tend to enjoy the experience

of working with 'younger' teachers in a smaller context than that of

the whole class. Once again, time has to be spent with the facilitating

students skilling them in a range of aspects such as: characteristics

of the age group they will be working with, setting ground rules and
management techniques, determining age appropriate activities,

modeling activities and direction giving strategies etc. It is also

important to brief the teachers whose classes they will be working
with to ensure the teacher is supportive of the activities and willing to

help out management wise if issues arise. It is also important wherever

possible to link activities to units that are current in the classroom, and

to perhaps use management strategies the teachers themselves use in

the classroom (eg. 'Hands on head', 'stop, think, listen'). It is useful for

the facilitating drama teacher to also circulate, side-coaching students

C:

Hey, but that's what always happens to superheroes

C:

Someone's always out to get them. Think about it,

Focus of content matter when working with non-Indigenous and

... why not SuperChris

An interesting aspect arose for us in the shift from working in our

S:

G:

J:

What?

someone's always trying to destroy Spiderman, Superman
It ain't always easy being a superhero
It ain't always easy being Aboriginal

Group 1: Perceptions

Group 2: or misconceptions

where possible, joining in and generally supporting the students.
Indigenous students

school in a non-Indigenous context to working in an Indigenous

context. Upon reflection, much of our initial discussion at school had

focused on the negative aspects of Indigenous history, the 'invasion'/
'settlement' debate, discrimination and racism Indigenous peoples

Perceptions/Misconceptions p16

have experienced, the 'stolen generation', the history of Cherbourg

All of this in fact strongly impacted on the shaping of our

for minimal wages etc). I believed it was important for students to

performance with the title becoming "Perceptions/Misconceptions" and

a throughline of the piece being about our journey of dealing with and

(people being forceably removed there, then being sent out to work

gain an understanding of these issues so that they could understand

what has happened historically and why many Indigenous peoples still

experiencing these different perceptions.

experience difficulties in their lives today.

Issues & Applications

gather information from Cherbourg students and residents about the

Using primary research

Having taught various community theatre and script-writing units over

When our students arrived at Cherbourg they had hoped to

history of Cherbourg (as it was the school's centenary year). They

found that many of the Cherbourg students knew very little about the
ADEM 2005
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history of the community (especially considering most of the students

we worked with were aged 6-8 years) our students found that much of

what they knew they were reluctant to share as it was 'too negative'.
They felt that the Cherbourg students were being brought up to be

proud of their Aboriginality and to work positively with non-Indigenous

people. Therefore it seemed to my students that to focus on some of

these negative aspects (and later to present these in a performance)
would not be productive. We therefore sought to reinforce positive

stories about the community's history with the Cherbourg students

(e.g. stories about Eddie Gilbert, Leah Purcell and others). The content

we included in our final school performance (back at Kenmore) did

however include some of the material about the history of Cherbourg

and the Stolen Generations.

discussions, reflective writing, created images and freeze frames and

brainstormed possible images, scenes and dramatic conventions. We

had found that the kind of source material we thought we would return
with was minimal (we had found out little more about Cherbourg's

history than we knew beforehand). What was very rich though was
the experience of the students, the changes to their perceptions

and understandings and the sense they had that it had been a very

significant experience. I tried to document as much as I could of

actual script.
Dog 4:

Official 1:

Too old, no longer able to be gainfully employed

Official 2:

Frequents the town and mixes with members of

Carbo from Taroom

the community. Community members fear they
will suffer from whatever she does

Mary:

Mary from Spingsure

Official 3:

Harassing sheep with large mobs of dogs

Billy:

Billy from Winton

Official 4:

A menace to society, a confessed
nymphomaniac

Tomy:

down the road, packed full of whitefellas

Dog 1:

Tomy:

Which I did not confess to - even when chained

Official 2:

And Olive from Coen

and hung from a tree

They have great snack food

Dog 3:

And they're worth a good sniff

Dog 4:

All Dogs:
Dog 4:

Dog 2:

Dog 1:

Dog 4:
Dog 3:

Cherbourg - otherwise known as Barambah

Officials:

A government reserve

Officials:

A place of punishment

Residents:

A place that survived

Residents:

They're so defenceless

We love 'em

Comin' in with their do-gooder hearts

And bags full of snack food.

I can hardly wait. What do you reckon, I'll move

in fast and act real friendly

I'll do the wounded dog routine and milk them

Perceptions/Misconceptions p 11 (reasons taken from Thom
Blake book, see below)

This reinforced for me the importance of context when you

are devising drama, knowing who your audience will be and what the

performance context will be. While our students had been very keen

to take their final performances back to Cherbourg, in the end they

felt it was more productive to try and share what they had learnt with

our own community (plus it was going to be difficult to take final year

I'll create a diversion, go and rub on a couple of

the girls.

And I'll race in and do some quick

investigations, have a sniff around, see what's

Dog 1:
Dogs:

A dumping ground

ADEM 2005

They're so naive

Dog 2:

Dangerously affected by the moon

Chorus:

Visitors, yippee (Barking, howling etc)

for the sympathy feed

Accused of murder,

Olive:

All Dogs:

Dog 2:

Tomy Tommyhawk

Official 1:

(runs in) Good news fellas, two vans coming

(Dogs respond with great excitement)

Charlie, Tinnenburra station

Carbo:

•

Devising scripts based on project experiences

When we returned from Cherbourg we engaged in debriefing

Reasons for removal

Charlie:

64

the final performances were all staged at Kenmore.

these early discussions and later on tried to incorporate this into our

(Officials take out clipboards and start calling names out, as they do,
chorus take on roles of those called out and move forward taking a
doll or toy with them, officials take doll as they go and throw them in a
bin with Cherbourg marked on it)

Officials:

students out of school for another couple of days in term 3) and so

1:
2:

on the menu.

Okay, ready fellas

Ready Dog 1. Let's go.

(Dogs run off excitedly, student chorus enters,

addresses audience)

I wasn't sure what to expect but I was open to

whatever came at me

When we pulled up, some kids came running

towards the bus, they did some cartwheels and
tumble turns, they were so excited to see us

Perceptions/Misconceptions p 13

Interestingly very few students actually included any
reference to this kind of data in their own scripts, many of their
scripts focused on the experiences of stolen generation survivors or
Indigenous history more generally. Many of them said that they didn't

Drama Connections - Sue Davis. Queensland

think this material offered up many interesting dramatic possibilities for
individual scripts (though one student devised a beautiful movement
based piece richly symbolic about the experience of the dispossessed,
making specific reference to the emu incident).
Teacher as dramaturg, script editor and co-writer-As a requirement
for our senior drama syllabus, students have to be assessed individually
and so in devising and forming processes, while you might engage in
various group activities, when it comes to assessment, students then
write or devise individual scripts which may then be used within the
final performance. Over the past few years I have been fine-tuning
a process whereby I work with the students to take their scripts and
to take some whole scripts, some sections, sometimes just lines
and ideas to contribute to the final product. Taking heart from Judith
McLean's defining of the role of teacher/artist I have taken more of an
active role in the writing process, drawing on the students' work but
then acting as a script editor, dramaturg and playwright to create the
actual performance script. The process starts with students reading
each other's scripts in small groups and making annotations about
what sections would work well or what ideas could be interesting to
work with etc. We then map what we have, and look at what might
be our throughline, central question or image. We look at what we
have and what else we might need (e.g. a movement sequence, song,
additional script etc). I then take all this material and then create a
draft script (often it's not the whole thing to begin with but a large part
of it). I take it back to the students for feedback and comment and we
work with it as we continue discussions about how the script should
progress and start rehearsing and blocking it.
I have found this process to be very successful in ensuring
the final outcome is something that everyone can be proud of, that links
and flows and that students have a strong degree of ownership of. It
also allows the teacher to address issues regarding appropriateness
of language and subject matter (which is particularly relevant when you
are working in subject matter of this nature). These matters can all be
discussed with students as you go so they understand and are part
of the kinds of decisions that are being made. Another benefit is that
I was able to incorporate some more informative scenes which were
needed to contextualize the piece that students were not interested
in writing and we were able to incorporate some comic scenes (e.g.
"Dogs in Cherbourg") in response to students concern (with our first
draft) that the material was all too 'serious'. The text in this process
is very much a living and dynamic being, moulded and changed by
the group and the teacher throughout the rehearsal process.
Conclusion
While there are many components of this particular project that would
not be easy to replicate, there are some aspects which are relevant
for other drama educators in a range of contexts.
• It's important that we include aspects of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies within our programs no matter what our clientele
and to include these as a 'normal' part of what we do. It is also
beneficial to include a specific focus or special projects which focus
on Indigenous issues where ever possible. While it can be difficult,
it is important for all students to understand something about the
history of our land and peoples.
• Work with Indigenous people wherever possible, be aware of
protocol and consultation issues.
• Engage students in research and investigation. Have them
take on different roles and perspectives (get students to take
on perspectives quite different from their own and try to justify
them) so that they can understand something of what happened
historically as well as the background to the difficulties some
Indigenous peoples still face today.
, Be careful in developing roles and scripts with the use of

stereotypes (I had a few student scripts where all the Indigenous
characters had drinking problems etc.)
• Discuss with students and Indigenous advisers issues regarding
casting. In my class there were no Indigenous students but I did
have Indigenous roles played by class members. We felt that
we had to represent these roles and tried to do so respectfully.
Some of the strategies we used were in some scenes having non
Indigenous characters wearing white half masks, and students
playing Indigenous students using a piece of fabric as a way of
symbolizing their characters.
While the original goals of the project may not have been
entirely realized (I don't think the impact for the Cherbourg students
was anything like the impact the project had on my students) it was a
significant project for our students with many of them at the end of the
year saying it was the best thing they had ever done in drama. They
grappled with difficult issues personally and artistically and undertook
a journey which engaged and challenged them. As one student wrote
in his reflections.
When I hear stereotyped comments now about Aboriginal people I
correct them"
For me that's what makes it all worthwhile!

(My sincere thanks go to Chris Sarra, staff and students at
Cherbourg State School for supporting this project and welcoming
us into their community Thanks to my colleague Sean Box who also
worked on this project and to my husband Ray Land who provided
the initial introduction to Chris and who came with us to Cherbourg.
A final acknowledgement to the wonderful students who worked on
this project , the 2004 year 12 drama students of Kenmore State
High).
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DRAMA AND CROSS-CURRICULA APPLICATIONS
In recent times education across the country has be impacted upon by many changes and reforms. One of the

noticeable changes has been the embracing of the Middle Schooling model that seeks to realign the divisions between

primary, junior secondary and senior secondary schooling sectors. The Middle Schooling model is not just about division

of resources and renaming levels of schooling. It is about curriculum and pedagogical reform that seeks to make learning

and learning environments more relevant to today's young people. This change allows for greater infusion and integration

of traditional subject 'silos' to create cross-curricula applications. Models of integrated learning units are not new. They are

especially not new if you are teaching in the primary sector that has always worked in this way as a matter of surviving

up to sometimes 25 various content areas. What is new is the way in which drama and drama teaching methodologies
are being using to develop relevant content integration through life-like learning episodes. Drama could be seen as the
innovative pedagogical tool in both primary and middle schooling environments.

ADEM seeks to publish school and classroom drama units/activities that support and investigate topics and

practices that can be bannered under the broad heading of cross-curricula applications and drama practice. The publication
will be circulated in both the Australian and international drama community through Drama Australia.
Contributions may include:

• description of collaborative drama-based projects integrating one or more contentlcurriulum area
• artist-in-residence programs working across a number of Key Learning Area outcomes

• teaching activities used to support cross-curricula projects and outcomes
• classroom units of work suitable for primary, middle schooling, senior secondary and tertiary students

• real life learning projects (using drama in real life and life like learning contexts)
• examples of group and individual assessment tasks related to syllabus and curriculum implementation

• teaching and planning materials (not subject to copyright).
The contribution must have practical application to school and classroom contexts, but may be supported by
theory and other literature.
Please include photographs, samples of student work and or worksheets that were generated in teaching the unit.

ADVICE FOR SUBMISSIONS
COPY DEADLINE: ADEM 2006 - Drama and Cross-Curricula Applications is 30 January 2006.
COPY TYPE: IBM, Mac discs or email attachments in text format, MSWord, lnDesign, Pagemaker or Quark.
Photographs, designs or illustrations should not be submitted within the text of a document, but in a separate file.
All submissions must include a short biography of the writer/s (50 words) and bibliographic references in Harvard
style where applicable.
Units/practical articles should be a maximum of 3000 words or 6 A4 pages in Times New Roman 11 point.
For further information or submission please contact:
Sandra Gattenhof, ADEM Editor
Phone:07 3864 3596
Email: s.gattenhof@qut.edu.au
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DRAMA AUSTRALIA
SUBSCRIPTION FORM 2005

Subscriptions to Drama Australia are for a Calendar Year, and include two editions of NJ, The Journal of Drama Australia,
and one annual edition of ADEM, the Australian Drama Education Magazine.
For further information on NJ, ADEM and other publications, please visit the Drama Australia website at
www.dramaaustralia.orq.au
Number

Price

SUBSCRIPTION 2005

Subscription 2005 : Australia

$90.00

Subscription 2005 : International

$115.00

Total

All Prices include postage

Under current legislation, Drama Australia is not required to register for GST No GST is included in the above prices.
Name:
Address:

Fax:

Phone:
email:

OR

PAYMENT

:::J

I enclose my cheque payable to Orama Australia in Australian Dollars for$_ _ _ _ _
_

:::J

Please charge my :

:J Mastercard

:J Visa

:J Bankcard

Card Number :
Expiry Date

_I_

Signature :
OR

D

Name on card :
Date:

I have transferred the above amount into your account on this date :
Swift Code : ANZBAU3M
Account Name : Drama Australia
BSB : 014 015 Account Number: 2570 79412
If using direct transfer, PLEASE ENSURE YOU RETURN THIS FORM AS ADVISED.

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW CONTACT DETAILS
Please return this Order Form to:
DRAMA AUSTRALIA ADMINISTRATOR
PO BOX 15163 CITY EAST QLD 4002 AUSTRALIA
Phone: +61 7 3009 0664 Fax: +61 7 3009 0668
email: admin@dramaaustralia.org.au
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DRAMA AUSTRALIA
ADEM BACK COPIES
Back copies of the Australian Drama Education Magazine (ADEM) are available for purchase from the Drama Australia
Administrator. Please see the Drama Australia Website www.dramaaustralia.org.au
2004 ADEM Number Nine - DRAMA AND INNOVATIVE EDUCATION - includes:

Editorial
Becoming the Surgeons in the "Extreme Makeover" of Curriculum Reform
Forging Partnerships and Building Communities: Drama at the heart of interactive learning partnerships
between school students and students of Medicine and Education
Embarrassment is Temporary: Role Modeling, Personal Monologues, and Reality Drama as Innovative
Curriculum
XL-D 2003
Rip Mix Burn
Contact
The Foundinq of a City-State : Developinq Citizenship Throuqh Drama
Kite Theatre and Makino Connections
WORDPLAY
Goinq Bush

Sandra Gattenhof
Julie Dunn
Prue Wales, Helen Cahill, Leni Sanci
David Young
Sharon Hoqan & Kylie Readman
Kylie Readman
Josephine Wise
Susan Spence-Campbell
Jane Carpenter
Josephine Fantasia
Jane Daley O'Dea

2003 ADEM Number Eight - DRAMA AND C OMMUNITY CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT - includes:

Editorial
Throwinq Out the Heavy Oak Desk - Formal Education meets Communitv Cultural Development
Defining the State of our Arts: Building Regional Partnerships
Artist in Schools - Enhancinq the Artistry of Drama Education
Reqional Partnerships: Connecting the Communities of the Central Highlands and Coalfields
T he Real Life Classroom
Group-Devisinq Issues Based Drama: The Back from Nowhere Project
Culture and Identity
Affirming Community Histories: Sandy Gallop Dances with the Moon
Reconciliation Revealed
Drama as Community Building: 'Lest We Forget', Collaboratively Creating Remembrance Day/
Veterans Dav Assemble Production
At Any Given Time - An Interview with Roger Hill

2002 ADEM Number Seven - DRAMA AND SOCIAL EDUCATION - includes:

Editorial
Buildinq our Futures : Drama and Social Education
Two Significant Teachinq Units to Enhance Drama and Social Education
"Well, Bully To You Too!"
Fox : Story, Drama and Archetypal Themes
Defining Moments: An Approach to Bullyinq thouqh the Drama Classroom
Australian Youth Culture and Sexuality with BLACKROCK as a Pre-text
The Inscribed Body

2001 ADEM Number Six - DRAMA AND TECHNOLOGY - includes:

Editorial
Drama and Technoloqy: Promises, Wishes and Dares
The Blair Witch Project
Does the Use of Multimedia Technology have any relevance to the Drama Teacher
Information Technoloqv in the Drama Classroom: A Beainners Guide
Seeing is Believing
The Internet and Theatre Styles
Is There Life After Year 9 Sewina?

2000 ADEM Number Five - DRAMA AND LITERACY - includes:

Editorial
Framing Article: 'Intrinsically purposeful, flexible and dynamic': Literacy and Drama
Enhancing Critical Literacy through Drama: The Dragon of Mith and the Dragon of Wantville - A
Process Drama
'The Journey Home is the Only Journey'
The Mask and Literacy: A Primary Focus
'I am the Sun Raising its Shine'
Usinq Drama to Enhance Phonoloqical Awareness
Puppetry and the Early Childhood Classroom
Ancient Civilisations and Collaborative Learnina Skills, Year 7
'Brick Walls, Quick Thinking and Courage': Shakespeare in the Primary Classroom
Stolen Lives
The Sovereign Hill Experience
Pigs Can Fly
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Sandra Gattenhof
Chris Pve
Janet McDonald
Richard Sallis
Mitchell Holmes
Tracey O'Connor & Pat Donnelly
Bridaet Mary Aichison,
Tracey Egan
Mary Ann Hunter & Sue Rider
Sean Lubbers & Linda Ballin
David L Young
Sandra Gattenhof

Sandra Gattenhof
Ellen Aoolebv
David L Younq
Karen Rimming/on
Kate Donelan & Noel Jordan
Helen Cahill
Josephine Wise & Stephen Matthais
Emma Bacon & Beryl Chalk
Sandra Gattenhof
Robin Pascoe
Tim Walker & Basil Psanoudakis
Hilary Bland
Kym Andrews
Josev Fantasia
Justin Cash
Maggie Young
Sandra Gattenhof
Jennifer Simons
Julie Porteus
Beryl Chalk
Barbara Blackburn
Kerry Gillies
Margery Hertzberg
Jennv Javatilika
Mary Graen
Vanessa Hince
Partick Donne/Iv
Geraldine Peters
Deborah Ruel/an & Madonna Stinson

DRAMA AUSTRALIA
SUBSCRIPTIONS AND BACK COPIES
Drama Australia, the National Association for Drama Education, publishes scholarly and practical works in drama education appropriate for
teachers, academics, artists and administrators.

Drama Australia publications include:
• NJ, a leading international and refereed journal which publishes formative research papers. Established in 1976, this publication has
shaped the direction and scope of drama education. NJ is published in May and October.

• the Australian Drama Education Magazine (ADEM) which examines the application of theory to practice. Published annually, ADEM is a
magazine for the practitioner which focuses on curriculum planning and classroom-based research.

• The NADIE Research Monograph Series. The intention of this non-regular series is to describe and critique different approaches to
educational practice, consider future directions in scholarship and research, and present a variety of curricula models that teachers and
students have found successful.

A current Catalogue listing contents of back copies of NJ, ADEM and the Monograph series can be viewed or downloaded from the Drama
Australia Website, or requested from the Drama Australia Administrator.

Drama Australia Subscriptions
• Subscriptions to Drama Australia are for a Calendar Year, and include two editions of NJ, The Journal of Drama Australia, and one annual
edition of ADEM, the Australian Drama Education Magazine.

Drama Australia Prices
SUBSCRIPTIONS 2005

Drama Australia
Member*

Non-Drama Australia
Members

International

Drama Australia Subscription

N/A

$90

$115

Drama Australia
Member*

Non-Drama Australia
Members

International

$25

$30

$15

$20

BACK COPIES
NJ Current Issues (2003 & 2004)

NJ Back Copy (2002 & earlier)

ADEM

Monograph
*

$15

$12

$40

$20

$30

$30

$16

$20

Drama Australia Members are members of affiliated state associations. For NJ subscriptions please see your State Association.

All Prices include postage
For further information on NJ, ADEM and other publications, please visit the Drama Australia website at
www.dramaaustralia.org.au
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW CONTACT DETAILS
Please return this Order Form to:
DRAMA AUSTRALIA ADMINISTRATOR
PO BOX 15163 CITY EAST QLD 4002 AUSTRALIA
Phone: +61 7 3009 0664 Fax: +61 7 3009 0668
email: admin@dramaaustralia.org.au
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DRAMA AUSTRALIA
BACK COPY ORDER FORM 2005
Volume Numbers

Price per item

BACK COPIES

Total

NJ Current Issues (2003 & 2004)
* Orama Australia Member $25
Non-Orama Australia Member $30
International $40
NJ Back Copies (2002 & earlier)
* Orama Australia Member $15
Non-Drama Australia Member $20
International $30

ADEM

* Orama Australia Member $15
Non-Drama Australia Member $20
International $30

Monograph

* Orama Australia Member $12
Non-Orama Australia Member $16
International $20
TOTAL

$AUD

* Drama Australia Members are members of affiliated state associations. For NJ subscriptions please see your State Association.

All Prices include postage

Under current legislation, Orama Australia is not required to register for GST No GST is included in the above prices.

Name:
Address:
Phone:

Fax:

email:

OR

PAYMENT

D

I enclose my cheque payable to Drama Australia in Australian Dollars for$ ______

D

Pl ease charge my :

:::J Mastercard

:J Visa

:J Bankcard

Card Number :
Expiry Date

_/_

Signature:
OR

D

Name on card :
Date:

I have transferred the above amount into your account on this date :
Swift Code : ANZBAU3M
Account Name : Drama Australia
BSB: 014 015 Account Number : 2570 79412

If using direct transfer, PLEASE ENSURE YOU RETURN THIS FORM AS ADVISED.

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW CONTACT DETAILS
Please return this Order Form to:
DRAMA AUSTRALIA ADMINISTRATOR
PO BOX 15163 CITY EAST QLD 4002 AUSTRALIA
Phone: +61 7 3009 0664 Fax: +61 7 3009 0668
email: admin@dramaaustralia.org.au
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Books to suit all your
Performing Art needs
Whether you are a drama teacher, course coordinator,
community theatre group or a student, Allen & Unwin
has a wide-ranging list of performing arts resources to
suit your needs. All the authors of these selected texts
are professionals in their chosen field and so are able to
provide you with the most up-to-date information on
industry practice and new techniques.
Singing & the Actor
Gillyanne Kayes
A step-by-step practical
training program which
covers pitching, regis
ters. breath management
and the communication
of sung text. Exercises
are also included.
$39.95 paperback

Directing Amateur
Theatre
Helen E Sharman
The amateur theatre
directo(s role can be
enormous and this book
covers all aspects of
the job choosing the
play. running auditions,
managing the crew
and organising
rehearsals.
$36.95 paperback

for

Learn to create realistic
and interesting
characters with this
approachable text.
Numerous examples of
scripts help explore
important issues in plot
and character
development.
$27.95 paperback

Dance Composition

Jacqueline Smith-Autard
This book has been an
invaluable text to dance
teachers for over 20
years. The updated
edition includes new
creative processes in
relation to composing
dances.
$36.95 paperback

Special Effects Makeup
Janus Vinther
From the grotesque to
the comical. learn how
to create the whole
range of make-up
effects. Full colour
photographs help take
you through the
techniques and
materials required.
$49.95 paperback

The Complete Stage
Planning Kit

Gill Davies

Contains all the charts.
checklists and forms
needed to create a
smooth production. The
user can choose either to
photocopy the detachable
forms in the book or print
out multiple copies
from the accompanying
free CD.

Explores the qualities
and skills necessary for
effective stage
management
analysing texts.
organising rehearsals.
working with the crew
and safety practices.
$39.95 paperback

$45.00 paperback

Scriptwriting Updated

Linda Aronson

Explores the more
unconventional
techniques of
scriptwriting. such as
parallel storytelling.
multiple protagonist
plotlines and the complex
fiashback. Also covers
the writing of
conventional narratives.
$39.95 paperback

This practical book is a
guide to all stages of
playwriting. from the
original inspiration.
plotting. structuring.
characterisation.
dialogue and rewriting
to the successful
realisation of the idea.
$27 .95 paperback

Allen & Unwin books are available at your local bookshop.
For direct orders with free postage please email francesd@allenandunwin.com
For more Performing Arts titles go to www.allenandunwin.com/P&R
Professional & Reference Dept, Allen & Unwin 83 Alexander St Crows Nest NSW 2065 Tel: 02 8425 0100
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